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by the International Society for nusiness Education, is recognized 
as an outstanding source in the ield of asiness education. 
Dr . Herbert • Tonne , Profess or f Education, Ne York 
University , am President of the United States Di vision of the Inter-
national ociety for .dusiness Education reco ended the translation 
of these hree articles . He states: 
"If you translate these articles into colloquia 
English 1te will be very glad to consider them for 
µresentati on to the membership of the Inte:rna.tional 
Society For business Education: Unlted Stt:its,. 
Division in bul,le-tin form. Yost of our P"~s . .:...t 
members have not had the opportunity to ·0 d the 
b ck issues and , therefore , I am sur<'~ t!· -..'I - i l. 
be g L1d to have an op;,ortunity to kno r1 ·hot they 
are about . Or if this is not feasible l vii l be 
glad to use them in the Journal of Business l:,ducation."1 
Certainly these articles erit translation into the i:nglish 
l.angua _ e as well ae close study on the part of a_ll business educators . 
In this study a t r nslation of three articles e been made. Two 
articles were taken fro the June issu.e of 194.3, and one from the 
September issue of 19'44. 
The translator desires to express his a p:Jreciat.ion to Dr . 
J. Andrew Holley , Head of the Department of Business Education, Okla-
hom..'l A. & ••• Colle ge; Professor A. A. Arnold, Head of the Foreign Lan-
guage Department, Oklahoma A. & . Colle ge; Ro rt • Lowry, Associate 
1. Dr . He1•bert A. onne, Profcsso of 1ducation, I e York University, 
as quoted in a letter which I received on Au ast. 2 , 1948. 
V 
Pr fessor of Business Education, Oklahoma • & ll . College; Dr . Herbert 
A. Tonne, Professor of Education, New Yor k University ; and Robert A. 
Slaughter , ·'anager of the Business Education Department, cGraw- Hill 
Book Company , Inc ., New York , New York . 
The content of the three articles chosen for translation 
stresses the great value of vocational education for the youth of 
today . Its ~alues are being ,110r e and more appreciated by business 
educators since vocational eduction is relatively ne in the United 
States . Vocationa l Education, as practiced in the European countries , 
is merely a continuation of the Guild System, although lll9.n.Y improve-
ments have resulted during the last three centuries . 
vi 
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THE TRAIN! G OF BUSINESS YOUTH 
ON TH,:.. JOB AND IN SCHOOL 
By in, Oppeln- Kattomitz , 
District Manager Office, Upper Silesia 
l. The Merchant and Business Education in the Course of Time 
The bringing up and raising of an individual is a consideration 
which is stressed very much by the representative of educational 
science . This is true not only of the home and school but it is 
true also wherever people are found mutually grouped together, be 
it in any profession, vocation, or manual labor . Vocational training 
as a function in mutual participation is almost compulsory; it finds 
its extension and supplementary construction in systematic intentional 
education. It is and will always be necessary, as well for the in-
dividual member of the family, the perscn o! a vocation, trade , or 
in fact all living and working people . 
In a brief st1.rvey ·of the voluminously rich and interesting history 
of trade and business vocational education we find the following: 
Predominant at first was the house to house salesman. He was followed 
by the merchant who ran a small business of a highly diversified 
mixture of wares . The t1to business types just. mentioned are the 
oldest representatives of trade . The education of youth for this 
type of business presented little difficulty . For the wholesale 
dP- l.er of the middle ages , whose business it was to trade wares of 
his country for wares of foreign countries , the education of the new 
generation v as nearly as easy . The German Hanseatie League concerns 
not only tradesmen; its shopkeepers slowly joined organizations of 
world trade that exist ed at that time . They have developed and maintained 
2. 
good business management in the far ast , in Flanders, in Middle and 
Southern Europe for the past few centuries . The Norwegian Fish ~rket 
and Swedish ining industry were founded by them, and have developed 
into respected businesses of high standing . For several centuries 
the cloth market was the dominating market . Afterwards other ~ar es 
were added to the market and the term "Tailor" taken from the cloth 
trader was used as a general term to cover all general businesses . 
Handcraft , skill, and knowledge are direct results of the Han-
seatic League of erchants . At that time the Hanseatic League had its 
established centers in all major trade centers of the orld . Their 
representatives were not only interested in the selling and trading of 
wares , but they also observed the political proceedings and occurences 
in their respective districts as they traveled, and reported to head-
quarters at regular intervals . This made the merchant ' s office the 
fulcrum of management and politics . In order to be a member of the 
organization the merchant would steadfastly hold to rules and regulations . 
All orders and assignments taken over were likewise executed according 
to rules and regulations . To reach the various trade destinations 
companies of merchant navigators who were co- partners of big shipping 
concerns had developed and provided means of transport ation. The 
land trade was most significant in close-in territories . 
¥1th the introduction and increasing development of communication 
the merchant , who up to this time traveled extensively , was per.mitted 
to carry on his business in the far est , through letter writing from 
his resident business . New methods of communication also found their 
way into the domestic trade , and this resulted in the necessity of 
bookkeeping . Banking, transportation, and communication gained a 
strong foothold with the passing of time and soon were able to head 
in their own desired direction. The youth of the new generation must 
be introduced to the varying functions of business . This made it 
necessary to sever relations from the prevailing empirical methods of 
training to more systematic procedures . 
Despite many a common point of contact of education then and now, 
the business man of today does essentially separate his methods of 
training fro Fuggern, V elsern, Ehingern or those of Italian merchants . 
All were beyond doubt business men of high standing on the basis of 
high culture, .manage.aent, and trade relations . They united business 
management and politics as a choice of their own apprehension. The 
goals in our National Socialistic age differ very substantially . Not 
the domineering, but the obligatory character , the service that can 
be rendered to humanity and not just to oneself is the goal of the 
German merchant . Knowledge of subject matter and duty, mutual under-
standing, co..mradeship are the pillars upon which shall rest today's 
business , vocations and professions . All private business concerns 
have, as opposed toe rlier procedures, to arrange to follow uncondit-
ionally the ne1t system. Still it is true that many of be older methods 
and procedures of training are used in our modern business education. 
All learned from the "bottom up" practical work as the farm hand, 
pe.cker, or the warehouseman. Later they were instructed in merchandise 
knowledge, .mathematics, and business communications. Their practical 
instruction had a theoretical foundation. Otten it was just a family 
business which in the private home achieved success . Also strangers 
entered these businesses in the expectation of working themselves up 
to become Co- partners and Proprietors . An adjusted uniform education 
was impossible for the prospect in business . For that reason there 
w s also no definite instructional period prescribed. The training 
wa patterned much more according to circwnstances involved, retaining 
some individuals in training for ten years or more . Also as shopkeeper 
assistants the young prospect would frequent4' remain several years 
longer just to acquaint himself more thoroughly with his life's work . 
Similar ideas and conceptions are entering our present business 
world and training !! ethods are developing into the systematic procedures 
followed in business education. That the proper training in the vocation 
results onl.3 through the varied types of jobs in the vocation; that 
the work and business fellowship unfolds great educational powers ; 
and that with the supplem_entary training one filUSt grow into the fixed 
fellowship through custom, u age, and qualified professional pride; 
t.hat the carrying out of fellowship accomplishments on the world- wide 
plane of great undertakings is as necessary as on the small scale; 
that the businessman can first per.for his task right , when his know-
ledge and interests surpass his imalediate ork scope; these and similar 
thoughts come to the businessman from the training preferred in the 
middle ages . ot to be contested i the significance of the businessman 
to the lives of all people at all times . s a middleman he plays a 
great part in obtaining goods; never can he be dispensed with . Without 
trade no historical epoch is possible . Even the Thirt~ Years ar, 
which al.most · destroyed the e 11- being of the German people, could not 
bury 1 ts existence. And hen t :.Le Empire recuperat ·d the businessman 
played a im.jor roll . 
As a result ot extensive labor on the ~rt of good business mnage-
ment the struct11re of trade has nominally undergone essential changes . 
5. 
The entire circle of bt..siness behavior has been elevated . This pros-
perity was proportionately distinct as the shipowner, boatman, and 
' 
freighter dissolved from the merchant and started their own independent 
busine ss . Upon other branches of busine ss becoming indepe ndent ., ;.h.lngs 
grew increasingly complex. Industrial academies branched out. Certain 
jobs of so~ individua l s develo~d i nto professions of their own calling . 
An · extensive e.mployment bureau was added . In the bs t decades , to be 
true, recurrent endeavors seemed not· ceable. These endeavors had as 
their aim the incorporating of different wares in a single business, 
the fusing of wholesale and retail business., and the spatial compre-
hension of the turnover in business . 
In connection with the deve lopment of business management ., naturally 
the person engaged in an enter prise and production has substantiall.3 
changed, and is facing further changes . He virtually had to change 
and reorganize from the "bottom. up" since the state took charge and 
informed him as to how t o roceed . The gradual transfer from the free 
to the directed business .management indeed made the business man and 
the individual· ho was inclined toward greater undertatdngs by no means 
superfluous, but it demand ed constant consideration of the higher in-
terests over the lower , the importance of politics over trade. In 
his connection it is wise to ~ive credit to Southeast Europe. Since 
1933 the state was of great service not only to us, but also for other 
territorie s int at area . The political point of view has unfolded 
reat future possibilities. After he war all Europe will introduce 
the olitical aspect into business mana em.mt, and the training of 
economically thinking poli ticians, as well as ~olitically thinking 
economists. 
6. 
The business training problem becomes much more extensive and 
difficult to solve among the multitudes of t hose employed . Af ter 
all , the responsibility of the training of the prosP9ctive youth indirectly 
!alls upon business itself . Not until t hose employed have received 
training and have been promoted is i t possible for the "avera-e business 
man" to claim definite contributions . The gro.ving number of accepted 
business vocations arxi the carefully prepared courses for those voca-
tions denotes a possibility for the ctual training to an end for the 
various vocations • . This type of training, the combination of practical 
business and academic training proves only the sincere interest in 
established historic business training, and demonstrates the highest 
commandment of national thinking: "Eve rything for fD3 People , " 
2 . The Practical Instruction for 
a Profession as a Basis for Training. 
The preponderance of training lies in the practical . The exact 
training for the profession is only possible at the job itself . This 
applies to the pupil involved in the s tudy, to the i r;d.i. ·! ::.dual who 
desires only a practical and general knowledge, and all business pros-
pects since the Vocational Traini ng Act of November l., 1942; moreo~t:.r 
the instruction and youth- work- relation will be called the patter n 
of training. 
Business education, as well as handwork ap~renticeship bas developed 
to a high de~ree in Ger.nan. erk, one of the superior training forces 
of the human being , fuses very naturally with academic educational 
training. 
Throu:;h set practi e,es and t he application of departmental duties ,. 
knowled~es arrl skills will be acquired for a specific trade, and gradually 
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woven into a treasury of experiences worthy of notice . These experiences 
must repeatedly be thought through, possibl.J revised and improved, and 
used to be of value . Each pros ective youth must undergo vocational 
training for the purpose of inning over the untrained, though in the 
future there still remain ny duties to be performed that can be 
accomplished in a short length of tie . ·Basically there is a minimum 
of departmental training demanded for all recognized rofessions, as 
a presumption for qualifications necessary to enable those on the job 
to be reliable and independent . The best designed master professional 
training course as judged by its trade technique, pedagogica l use , and 
social tolerableness , was designated by Kerchensteiner . The atmosphere , 
clea.rness, purposefulness, and arrangement cannot and never Y:ill be 
surpassed . 
A person must be born a merchant . The individual ho has a gift 
for business will have a substantial advantage over the individual "Who 
is lacking in t s quality . The art of being a good merchant especially 
during the middle ages, was often the natural result of inheritance 
as the business was passed on from generation to generation.. Their 
advancement, and rounding out depemed upon wo't'king conditions , natural 
develo,tnents, and training of possibilities that graduall.J and systemat-
ically develo ,Jed . Through training, and determination to succeed on 
the part of the indi v dual, inborn eculiarities ma.y be developed to 
result in kn ow led~es and cap-3bilities of great value to the merchant . 
Es~ci.ally is this true ith business training as it i s administered 
today . It is somewhat li ited in scope st essing too maey technicalities . 
Technique is not so important for the merchant although necessary ; 
rules and regulations for business procedure come under the same cate-
gory . The vital factor , however , is basic business understanding and 
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good ma.nager~nt. Km)i:~ lodge of the 1.ndi vidu,..21 is not less important 
than km.w1ledge of 11a.res. It, :ral~es supe~ior a.s an aid for handling 
people; it is a talent necessary for co!lv,mnicatlng with the contractor, 
customer, and .fello1.0i vwt•;cer. Perst::ve:r·ance, self-trust, ngo-get:-it-ness,n 
and good horse s,mse shoc,ld not be omitted if the :aerchant wants to 
be a success • 
The training f OI' business of the oncoiiling g,me:cation hinges more 
on good personality and initiative tl1-:·u1 on technica.lities. This infor-
ir.ation comes f1-y;.m those on the job; the technical student completes 
his objective step by step following exact. a.ssignmzmts. In re.ost tech-
nical professions ex5ct technical training is r,:ermissible in that the 
instruction may begin 1vith the very ele:u~ntary and proce,ed t9 the more 
advanced whicb is adapted to actu-3.l job use. In the business, on the 
cont::-ary, there is little learning that can be done in this way. For 
example in the teaching of window or show ,::ase decoration, no single set 
way or .11ethod can be prescribed because goods just naturally aren't 
all the same. 'fhere is, however, a certain basic knowledge that every 
merchant shot1ld have. This basic tmowledge is given in school and 
develops to :;i.ctual use value as pr·act.ice and Uieory are experienced. 
on the job. The more complete and genuine the student's training, 
the greater the :x>ssibilities for the student. Differences concerned 
in professions such as sales,mnship, retailin5~, wbolesalir:g, an? in-
dw.stry car.not bo differentiated in training. Any attempt to specialize 
in any one ffold would result in a very .::ne-sided ti~aining and in the 
mounting u·9 of increesing difficultio.s. r::2rner vonSi.emens has already 
stated: 11Don 1 t specialize t~o early. The necessary special knowledge 
· co:1B s with the ::,rofession in practice and it would be wrong to start 
tbis training too early as it might not, be directed properly •11 It is 
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better to be well grounded in one thing than to know little about many 
things . The individual. who has a good general knowledge and then, in 
addition, specializes in his field will succeed more readily and also 
not be sµbjected to ge t ting . into a rut . 
A bulletin put out by the Empire Managen:ient Office on business 
t r aining gives good basic informati on in this area . It contains a 11 
duties arrl rights of the instructor, the trainer or his substitute. 
A supplement may be obtained in the Reichs institute for pusiness 
training in tr de nd industry in cooperation with representatives ot 
professional training schools, They have been written on the basis 
of actual. experience and have the approval of established and success-
ful business men as ell as the working people of industry, and business 
offices of the Reich ' s business nmnagement office. As a result a 
possible systematic , uniform, and many- sided youth training school, 
and the highest level in education ·will be insured; str essing the 
demands of the professionally minded, the profession in its entirety; 
the professional pl.an to be followed, and the examining demands . 
The foundation underlying the training is the professional picture. 
It is made up of the nationa l ly established professional accentuation 
and gives in short form the characteristics and .markH •:;!:'\ich denote a 
definite profession. The t.hereb marked function complex is the contri-
bution of the entir e educational and training system. Since the pro-
fessional picture consists pa.rt.Ly of instruc t ional stipulations, the 
transfer a! the knowledge aod skills demanded &re of a character obli-
gatory for the pupil. ·rhe pro.fessiona l training plan co ple tes the 
professional picture and contains the iamediate, ascertainable , and 
completed problems for its application. 
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The regular order in which the skills and knowledge to be learned 
are acquired, must naturally be. p1,~esented to the student as a :flexible 
choice depending upon the kind and type of business. ,:, :resultant factor 
here is that the tr::dning for the individual teacher will be regarded 
as precedent, and 'i'Jill be influenced by the di{l:nity of the profession. 
There is a great difference between large and s1n,"1ll business. To avoid 
t:rainL"lg only in a narrorJ .field, as was done in the middle ages, the 
modern procedure is to have the training cover a viide range and then 
leave to the student his choice of a profession. 'i'his choice he is 
ablo to make intelligently bece.use of his general knowledge of the 
entire f:i.eld. 'I'he educational circle is n1-·Hle so lcuge that it provides 
great satisfaction to the c:reativ0 world. ln illany places short prac-
tical and technical vocational courses are offered for thc):se wbo intend 
to get into some branch of a:ianufact.uring. If he desires to be a lock-
sm.i th he learns just t,hat which covers a period of tiu·ee months; if his 
interest ls in textile mills he learns this trade. 
Since industry is providing positions for wom.en, it follows that 
women are ;,1lso taking business tra.ining. '!'hey take positions as wait-
resses in canteens, factory kindergarten helpers, or the checking in 
and out o.f tools. Some are engr.,ged j_n light locksmith work, r·~elding, 
and other sinila1" vocations. In contacting business bureaus they 
aometimas receive positions in major indnstries, but usually they 
must .first finish some syste,11a~ic and co.mplete training course. If 
this trainfa1g isn't of direct value to the job, some f!.Uod is ah;&ys 
derived from it. The prc1cticr::l adaptation., and the honor connected 
wit,h the position are elevated and this information in report form is 
gi van to the business bn:reau f.o:r fu.t ure informa. tion. 
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groups m,•1y not b0 so nccu:ratoly p,Brforzned. The :i,oui"l{~ prospect observes 
these conditi.ons fro~1 cbJr to d,-,iy ~nd f.orc1llhter:.i hi,, ovm ideas ~s to 
good managerial L'Il;1ro,reme:nt. 'Jetween the businesn leader, his custi;;>mers., 
and the cont:r-act,1r cheso reL:i.tions continu.e unavoldably to ax.1st. 
Alongside the ,job expsrie."lce the pup.il is nlso subjected to ma!."1.agerial 
.-)xperience. S1i1~ 11 business ls more adapted t,o this type of vocational 
learning. 1\daptat.ion t.o good hraining facllith:s lavo:rs small business 
conce.l:'ns.. Thls serves to be a strengthening .factor for s:nall business. 
Ttecords pt by irwt:rclct{>rs validate this fact. The fact is recognized 
that trnining :my be retarded through o:::insion of ;:roper facilities. 
'l'he instructional record, or sometimeG called lldiar7n remains in the 
hands of the puµ.il for further reference, for him to study for examina-
tiom:;, or for his use ,m the job, It enables him to be aware of the 
attaimMints he is lA.ckirg, and provides a complete f,ictu.re of his g,radual 
grm1d:,h in husi.neDs knoviledge. Parents obtnln vabablo in;f:or1i1ation as 
to training possibiUt.iGs U1rough ',.,hese systematically arranged records. 
It enables them t~o the exact collrse followed in the training 
process. Even the instructor gainG beUer control of his 1::iupils for 
'l'Shom after a 11 tH! iG responsible.. F'or final grading and exam.ining 
purposes this dlary r,rovides a basis for gr8de d0tGrn:ination. 'fhe 
vocational school in c los ~ contact with the lloich' s training minister 
v.hose material of August 5, 1936 and June 16, 1%.2 is resorted to. 
Eaterial v£as sent monthly after 1ihich ;nu.ch training was patterned. 
Diligence as to t:rainit1g will only b,3 possible .snd sticcessful 
when the factual end personal el<:,,!i.ents oi' the vocation and its instructors 
shall be patterned an.er the youth training prc1:ra:n. The installation 
of' voce!ltional training in the school system deserves special mention 
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particularly due to prog ess .made since 1938. Only those ba.siness 
concerns that are capable of successfully accommodating students will 
be permitted to work in cooperation with the school organization. 
The .main office of the school system has the fin l say as -to the accep-
t nee of the busj,ness concerns ith wh001 they expect to work . Business 
concerns that. are not in a position to offer the skills and knowledge 
demanded, are barred from the training program fro the beginning . 
If no other station can be obtained, hmever, this concern may act as 
a temporary training station until a more suitable place c n be obtained. 
At the present time the supply of youn workers ls decreasing. 
The fear that there is a shortage o! youths s respects for training 
is mounting . Each year there is a retrogression of school graduates 
that is caused by the decrease in birth rate during the years of 1921-
1933. At one time there were 620,000 males available fer training, 
nd in 1942 there were 440,0(X) . In spite of this situation there are 
some vocations that are overcrowded. These individuals have little 
chance for adv ncement or even to 1·emain t their position. The vocations 
that experience a shortage are the agricultural, and mining industries . 
It is very frequent th t ten such training stations may have only one 
tudent, hereas in other vocations someti s on9training station has 
ten students. The vocations in which lack of interest dominates, must 
account for this defic ency. Why is their vocation so uninviting? 
How can it be promoted? ~uld better salaries be the solution? The 
reputation of the vocation? Does it lack proper social contact, etc . ? 
It is doubtful that the aversion could be caused by lack of appreciation 
of the people particip:i.t.ing in voe tions . There are, however, enter-
prising attribQtes of the merchant which influence the young orker 
not to follow the heroic trade professions . It is therefore necessary 
1,3. 
to take appropriate ction to meet this situation. Visual aids played 
a very major roll to ard this promotional drive_. A count as taken 
as to how many ere interested in this training before and after the 
film. was shown. On specially prepared forms the prospective workers 
indicated their interest and abilities in the training pro.gram. 
Considering points of deficiency of the present and future s just 
mentioned, it is necessary to plan systematically the mastery of this 
problem, The major goal should be youth guidance . The ad!llission to 
overcrowded professions should be discouraged and the professions 
indicating a shortage should be promoted , The culling out of training 
stations and L11proper teaching methods also presents a problem. 
The adaptation of the youth to the profession, as already mentioned 1 
is no less important than the training required, This, however , is often 
overlooked especially in trade vocations and is difficult to determine . 
In the earlier days v,hen there ·w s no youth training guidance progr a.tn, 
it as a problem that belonged solely to the merchant, as it ms up 
to him to determine the correct choice . Today the .merchant is only 
partly responsible for ehoiee of help, the other half indirectly falls 
to the school. In the futlll'e a greater portion of this responsibilit y 
willres't on the school. Furthermore business appreciates the school ' s 
ssistance at this point, since at the age of sixteen many character-
istics of the individual have not yet crept to the surface, and it 
ould be difficult to determine the exact worth of the prospect to 
business . In nor.ma 1 times when the doctor, parents, and teachers all 
work hand in hand in the best interest of the student, guidance will 
be much more secure, altho~gh there ill still remain some uncertainty, 
which, however, will be solved , at l east in part during the prospect ' s 
trial period and by results on final exa;1inations. A three mont.Hs 
trial trainL'lg ,period gives the instructor an opportunity to ooserve 
the bodily, spiritual and character attributes of the student which 
. .may jllstify his taking the training. It acknowledges that it is im-
possible to whittle a ercury out of just any wood; as Hartnacke one 
said, "The superstition that a dull person can be made smart in school 
is false . " A genuine interest in the profession, an open mind, and 
the will to succeed must be present during the trial period. During 
the training period the student makes frequent visits to the main 
office for counsel1 The off ice has on a card file the entire class 
record of the student. Outcorae of training , types of business , age 
in connecti on with business , time spent in training, cost of training 
etc ., are all discussed ,iith the upil. 11 these things contZ'ibute 
to the rounding out, the ins tilling of job attitudes and i.m.ressions , 
an to the awakening a realization of the advantages or disadvantages of 
the training for the vocation from the practic~l and theoretical viewpoint . 
The business assistants• examination as a practical final examination 
was first started in Germany ove:a.ber 24, 1924 by the Oppelner Indus-
trial and Trade Off ice B nd soon became famous over the entir Empire . 
It was not until after the political revolution that it was able to 
gain a good foothold . It consists of tv,o parts , iritten and oral . 
The raising of production on a com.,arative basis is the endeavor 
of the uniform examining task . Uni arm assignments are n~minally 
possible in the written part . These are based upon general bus iness 
knowledge taking into consideration partlctdar concerns . Application 
of these examinations must be executed W1iformly . .For the pur_ se of 
comprehensive comparisons neighboring di strict offices have c~'Ilbined . 
They g ive the assignrrents jointly and measure results ace rdingly . 
The following criteria are used as a basis for grading the student: 
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A fin 1 certificate from the vocational school, educational and production 
report, Instructor release report, instructional workbook., and a complete 
diary v1ritten by the puoil. Under norm.al circums ances various grades 
of certificates are a rded upon entering the tra · ning and fre ... uent 
contests re soonso d for ihich awards are presented. I!, the results 
of the examination u vet ls particular diversi f · ed interest of the 
pupil it:s val es are confirmed., and some ti ,1es special consideration of 
t ese value res1 lts ' n a c pable orker . The o jective of the exam-
inat on is to produce complete p cture of the student . 
All exami tio:is are sent to the min business management off ice 
of the ..,mpi e Ylhere the rading takes lace. The tendency here is 
more uniform and tis sures accurate grading for trainees of industry 
in general . 
Thew r brought th it the curtailment of class instruction training. 
This by far exceeded the evelopment of tr i ing and testing thus far . 
The number of young people who must prematurel.Y leave school is increasing . 
The examining atten nts are endeavorin to allow the trainees who 
have not completed the r work to postpo e the examinations and upon 
returning from t he b t le field to resume their tr,,ining nd t ke 
the examinations . That the prospective man in uniform knovis he y 
fully complete h s work upon returning fro the battle .t' ie ld also has 
a practic l value . fter th vJar the demand for ro!essionally trained 
business peo'lle will e especi l z:reat due to t e hiftin f om 
wa r n geroent to civil~en ma agemen of , eaceti~e. his problem 
dll be solve ln rt by trainees oh ve not comryleted their work . 
In consi eration of these circumstances the ex ining attenda t may, 
by following rule d regulations, adm' nister n emergency examination 
ix months follow· " t, e s ti nlated time at h ch the student should-
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have finished training . If a student possesses outstanding ability 
he may take the examination sooner . Since the level of achievement 
is maintained in the emergency exaJni.nations , the shortened training 
course is in line for high claims . In nnri.y instances the shortened 
course resulted from the fact that the instructor had to g o serve his 
country . Also owing to the shortage of g oods little can be gained through 
instruction academically or practically . The training tempo and methods 
must necessarily be more involved in order to avoid trainee incompe-
tencies on tm job . In 1943 when all went out for the 1 ar effort the 
faithfulness of the trainee grew more sincere, and also more re cessary 
than before . Especially during -war is it essential that the practical 
training start on the same day of the academic training and is con-
seientiousJ.s followed through . Those commissioned for instruction and 
those individuals prepared for high quality 'WOrk must oe on the v,atch 
regularly to maintain their superior educational standard . The con-
scientious consideration for the underlying principles of training 
point out the ~irection of pres ent and future developments and the 
necessities f or puQi l training . 
It is difficult to judge the u;iil ustly due to the emergency 
examination . It is also difficult to know for what particular business 
develo ~nt the trainee is gifted and in ,vhich field he should continue 
to work . If the third year is missing in part or a ltogether , there is 
a major deficiency that the trainee must overco;ne . The third and final 
year serves to confirm business beliefs and to .-ut the trainee fully 
on his own responsibility . Whether or not this wcr k wi 11 ever be .imde 
up remains to be seen . 
The .inost serious problems we are f acing today are the shortened 
training courses and e.mergdncy examinations . This type of training . 
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is recoamended by the head management office of the Empire and has 
proven to be of outstanding merit; Stenographic and typewriting exam-
inations are offered through the main office and have developed to 
worthwhile practice. They set firm tachnica l knowledge and skills tor 
the trainee and have done much to raise production standards tor the 
bureau. Their standards are high; they should not be undervalt.ed as 
to their claims and justification !or business . The number of steno-
graphers and typists is still tar below the demand. These businesses 
must employ untrained help as a result of this deficiency . To help 
better this unwholesome situation, there have been established in 
ditferent distri cts organizations which work with tre government . Here 
it is possible to obtain girls over sixteen who have been tra ined. 
Those businesses having imeompetent help will eventually be able to 
replace it with trained help. These newly organized groups of the 
bureau ill work out to a great advantage and in the right direction. 
Another vocation that is worthy for training is salesmanship, 
which also promises -a great future . 
The ex.a..minations as prescribed by the GBin office have accomplished 
much to -ard advancement of job training and attitudes . OnI.v those 
retailers ho have been trained for the vocation have developed to 
be indepmdent . This belief is supported by the prof essional exam-
inations . 
Business e.xaJJ1inations have n:>t been prescribed upon mere rando~ 
qualifications and objectives, especially since success in business 
is .frequently the result of just plain "go-get- it- ness, 11 initiative, 
and an inherent desire to conserve. They did , however, do much to?Jard 
the promotion of good business by contributing to the needed skills 
and knowledge . They also stress the value of honesty and faithfulness 
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of the employee . As a result of gathering for the examinations people 
ot indentical interests congre~ate and exchange ideas . This should, 
by no means , be omitted as a promotional factor . In order to promote 
uniformity of administe~ing the examinations, the Reich ' s management 
minister has since June 23, 1937 provided separate examinations for 
business and industry as also for business stenoeraphers and typists .• 
This syste.m divided the responsibility f or the oncoming youth,. In the 
future it is hoped that each home com.munity will be ab le to take care 
of its own business training problems in its own district office. 
It is necessary for all organi~ations of the various communities to 
work for high professional standing and in close contact with each 
other. 
The result of these mutually established obligations produces 
the effect which the Reich mnagement office had sought to pro.mote for 
years . Since January 28, 1943 bulletins were circulated with this 
plan as an objective . The exchane e of ideas of individuals in like 
businesses that, as has been mentioned, resulted from the community 
method, is activated by the district organizations for better business . 
Instructors in cr.ar e, and those individuals who must rate superior 
in their line of trade to promote training, have even .more res ponsi-
bility . Success depends largely upon their intellectual· fitness . 
3. The Preparatory and Complete 
Business Training Through the School. 
In the acknowl gement that business education is a mental process, 
experience has CO'll '>aratively long ago encouraged courses in school for 
this par ose . With the pa sing of tine the type of job training neces-
sary developed and the necessary requirements for business and state 
egulations were mt . The practical training demands today, as it did 
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in earlier ti.mes, a prepared and complete course since it must operate 
under force and inadequacies, if it ants to achieve the desired pro-
duction goal . The conclusion is finally readhed that vocational and 
acadelllic training .must run simultaneously for the development and 
prosperity of the people . 
The multiplicity of types of schools, lack of uniforlni.ty in voca-
tional and trade school industries, trade, handwork , and land business 
especially were for a long time the product of the .many rural factories . 
This also applies to the extraordinarily scattered German business 
schools , It is from this conglomeration that in the past twenty years 
the following three groups have been formed: 
l . The trade schools that work in conjunction with practical 
training . 
2. The preparatory vocational trade school . 
3. The trade school that specializes in vocations . 
These types are State approved and controlled by the Reich ' s training 
ministry . There are also the Reich 's management ministries, and the 
Reich ' s ma.nagemsnt and professional offices, which are all greatly 
interested in the prosperity of business . Thas e who support schools 
are essentially the states , local conmunities , trade and industry, 
various organizations, and lastly the individual . 
The business school will render possible a genuine German training 
that impresses the student professionally . ihereas in the past the 
goal as for practical training only, the contrasting goal today is 
to mold . a professionally competent, managerial thinking, and national 
socialistic worker . Training is very rational . Maximum results .must 
be reached on the very minimum of expense . The individual ho reaches 
a very high standing will force the mediocre into action . 
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The business schools use the general schools as a foundation 
:for building; they must have the foresight also to keep the avenues 
ot approach to teacher training open so as to avoid their methods and 
procedures from landing in the blind allies . 
Since for many years the national school was supposed to have 
been the most extensive and complete educational system for business 
educatior., Geyer, a school board .member wrote the :following article: 
"Errors in National School Pedagogy," printed in the periodical rrworld 
. Observation and Schools . " Here he comes to t his conclusion: 11There 
is too much taught and too little learned. n What the teaching plan 
demands, the average instructor has long since been unable to perform. 
So much new related content material is added to the instruction in 
the national school that reading , writing, and a ithmetic are suffering 
inmensely . The system seems to be in need of an .effective elimination 
of so.112 of the new related material which must be cut out to favor the 
major depirtments; basic knowledge must be llllintained. Nothing else 
can be dom here but to wish and strive for this accomplishment. 
Besides the national school, the highschoo 1 of Ost.mark has also 
recently been developed. After four years of b:-isic school training 
the upper one third of the pupils shall receive four years in IWre 
advanced educetion·; also training in one year of a living foreign 
language with no expense to the student . The highschool., as also the 
national school, uill be suited for all t ypes of business education. 
With its political, cultural, and manage.rrent training it is in a position 
to offer the appropriate :foundation for future vocational training . 
The vocational school is the most Lnportant school after the national 
school, since IIDre than 8o% of the Ger.man youth attend it . It has 
developed into a preparatory training scho~l since it stresses vocational 
instruction. At the Reich's school co4terence on Easter 1920 vfte 
l 
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vocational school a organized. The Reich's school obligation law 
of July 6, 1938 all ·s all youths to attend who have an int.ere t in 
further vocational tr ining . The vocational school y be fi.nished 
in three years ith eight eek-hours of instruction. Yueh ti.JOO is lost , 
ho ever, from necessary SC1!) i1 le ntary , aro review work. In addition, the 
vocat ional school is o li ted to acce t both the suited and unsuited for 
.enrollment . It in srite of this situation i.t st.i 11 see to be in a 
position to s ucceed , success may be due to fi.rm striving ahead , good 
management , reducing t nsui table inst?:"uctional content , arrl substituting 
whet is needed by the businees wor 1rl . rt not only com;,letes the prac-
tical t rainin~, but se s t.o it that the student has a very firm and 
secure g~asp of his kn wledge and skills as needed on the job . As the 
actual practice shows the what , and ho , the school sho s the !!Eit• 
Vocation~l schools c n achieve greater success when working in 
conjunction with th academic schools . They are able to undertake 
rat er busin ss tasks since their ork reaches out to i ndust!'y . 
This permits particularly successful instruction on ~oods . The finished 
goo s are always close ;:it hand . In this way these schools surpass 
the scho ·ls that are farther a ~ay , and st do much ss~ole lear ning . 
By being cl:, e to industry , general interest t s ch great er life . 
It is necessary that. the school and industry work in com:llete harmony 
at all times . The school should never allo it,s e ~o to too outst.anding . 
The mere practical training the vocationa l school requires , the 
ore de- rtmen lized it will be necessary to ooc0100. The furnishings 
for de rt nt lized clas ses such as _ banking, insurance , wholesale 
and retai l trade is very costly and is al.mnat ·im_,ossible for the s ller 
systems . Also , t.he enrolL.11ents in these classes are usually very 
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small. In the smaller schools instruction must be more general. It 
is impossible to have ig ly departmentalized classes. To avoid having 
to take too much general work, night classes have been organized to 
offer the exact tr ining desired, be it salesmanship, merchandising, 
insuranc~ etc . Another possibility to help the stijdent receive the 
exact departmental training desired ls the Rotary Vocational School . 
Here neighboring schools consolidate to a central meeting place. For 
the larger districts this worked out well. These academic departmen-
tized el.asses are designed to be completed in t welve ' weeks after "Which 
the student is ready to spend the balance of the school year in actual 
pr ctical training in business . The value of concentrated training 
without immedi te actual practice as a follow- up, loses its effect . 
Especially is this true with younger tr inees . To correct this situa-
tion either 2 six eeks periods or 3 four weeks are set aside year 
for practical experience • . The timely, enually directed, and co- ordina-
ted instruction off ered in the vocational school together with practical 
training is the best business training obtainable, and is ~ompleted in 
three years . For those ho have small and medium size businesses in 
the rural communities, business training is usuall.3 only possible if 
it can be obtained in their o n community . After co.mple ting this train-
ing th~ can expect much greater success, and will possibly , as a result , 
work for and boost vocational tr ining. 
To strengt hen the effectiveness of tre vocational achoo 1, there 
is the vocational schoql counselor whose duty it is to give due con-
sideration to the ishes and needs of the rural co.amunities . As a 
business representative the counselor shall have as his outstanding 
go 1, the promotion of busines vocational schools . He should be well 
informed as to new developments in teaching procedures. So far their 
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work has not been too greatly justified . It is hoped that with well-
informed counselors , who possibly have a still stronger interest in 
their work , success will become greater . Their work should be continued 
steadfastly. If the counselor through continual promotional s chemes 
can find even one who has out standing talents for business education , 
the time has been profitably spent . Just one good student can do much 
toward advancing school academic standards . As a result of this plan 
Ger.man business educat.· or.. wi l l build itself up to produce trainees of 
high talents , initiative , and good business leaders . When the trainees 
have finished and are ready for the job, the most highly talented have 
the first choice of firm to work for , but the firm has the final say , 
The olltical view the youth desires to take is his choice . Also the 
student who has been chosen in _this national- socialistic manner , may 
be assisted by loans if his standing is suitable . SometitDas the zealous 
student is presented a certain type of production remium. This type 
of .motivation is very necessary in a vocational school since it is 
definitely here that the de.mam for the tale_nted stu~ent is outstanding . 
esides the national school the vocational school ranks highest . 
The problem as to living quarters for the youth is one l'iorthy of con-
sideration, and etion nay be demanded by the counselor . A plan whereby 
centrally located quarters ,could be provided would be desi,rable . 
The necessity of a foreknowledge of the PU.',>il in business training 
has long been realized . The trade school is excellent for administering 
this pre- knowledge . These schools have lengthened their term from 
one year to two years so as to ive them more ti e for basic introductory 
pre- training . Besides these trade s chools there are one and two year 
higher trade schools . On the basis of this prep:1ration the student 
is in much better standing. The schools are prepared for foreign 
language instruction, corres . ondence , management bureaus , etc . 
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During the last two decades, in addition to the trade academies 
along the Danube, higher business training schools have been organized 
and have greatly succeeded. The future looks very bright. for the higher 
business training schools since the high school has been well established. 
After four years of basic education, and four years of highschool there 
will be more stooents available t han after tour years of higher business 
school. Since the business world must choose its help from t I ese school 
graduates, they have at all ti~s a good reserve of well trained in-
dividuals to choose from~ Business in general is helped immensely 
through this reserve and t hat is the sole goal sought . Political thinking 
.must not be omitted in all business training~ Ve need prudent people 
ot high mental capacities; not those who just rely ujX)n their "finger 
tip feeling, n but who have systematic minds . They must be willing 
to apply themselves whols- heartedl,y . A good vocational business school 
otf ers all these qaalities and techniques !or successful living. 
German knowledge and vocational manage1.00nt training make up 55% of the 
entire instruction. The remainder falls in nature study , foreign lan-
guages , trade technique , and physiology . The instruction of the pupil 
of the higher business school enables him to answer any quest.ion that 
he might be subjected to . The type o.f training offered does not forget 
the fact that the student must be .molded to~ard national socialistic 
attitudes . Even in actual business this is one of the action principles 
that all success is built on . 
Extensive literature has been printed concerning the higher business 
school. The main thougbt represented is that the two year trade school 
should be consolidated with four year advanced business training school. 
Then for the first two years basic business knowledge, that should 
be known in all business , would be offered. The next t\lO years -would 
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be devoted to specializing in the desired field . Vocational business 
knowledge, · and technical skills will finally become part of the student 
in the training room. At ~his point it is also advisable to offer in-
struetion toward final examinations and exa.~inations that £Day be given 
by the employer . The instructors of the higher business school strive 
eag l,y to prepare tor these employer examinations . The instruction 
gradually becomes more intensive in the four years of training as the 
requireme~ts are V" ery hard to reach. Job attitudes are approached from 
the scientific angle. 
According to actue l business experience it has been proven that 
the practical training cannot be overrated. 
A discussion has bee~ raised as to the practical training offered 
in the higher business schools . Here also the final decision is that 
it has great value . 
Last ly , the organization and development of the higher bu~ness 
school presents the teacher shortage problem. At least one thousand 
teachers are needed in this field . At the present time there is a 
great ~hortage o! busin.ess teachers •. There is this consolation, however , 
• 
that not all the teaching necessarily must be do e by a licensed teacher . 
It is hoped , however , tm t in years to coJne many individuals wili find 
it feasible to take teacher training , as possibilities for business 
eduction, teaching are on the increase. 
Already for eight years. the retail business groups in connection 
with openly working school supporters have organized and developed a 
nunt>er of retail trade schools . They serve onl,y for the betterment 
• 
and elevation o:f reta ling, since tlu, qualification of help is raised . 
It was in this "18..Y that the trade school for grocery retail trade 
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developed in Neuwied, for iron and household furniture trade in Vi uppertal, 
for textile and clothing tr de in Munchen-Gladbach . The Public Pho-
tographic trade school of Dresden was organized in mutual agreement 
with industry . holesale trade schools of the DA F have been organized 
in Hamburg and in .Bremen. After first carefully choosing the pupil 
professionally , and· then the administration o! the corresponding prac-
tical instruction on its broadest basis with 1 t, the pupil should gain 
a clear picture of the sco of task, and this should make it possible 
for him to develop into a good businessman in the future . After the 
war more trade schools may come int,? the picture . 
If in the future the trade school does not develop as it should; 
it will be due to 1 ck of students . ~hen business improves the average 
individual hes ' t at:.e s to spend his time in school, It is also evident ' 
that the good business man, the highly competent .type with initiative, 
will prefer to develop- his ability through actual practice in business . 
This presents a rather dismal picture for the trade school. 
This comprehension is also emphasized by Alois Fischer . She 
maintains that not all schooling and choice making values of scien-
tific business will develop to their fullest extent since youth exper-
ience and mental maturity are lacking. Continued business development 
has l ead to greater Sf2 cial izittion in management. and daily job routine. 
It is necessary, therefore , to stud.Y theoretical and practical basic 
information swell as the daily new unfolding of procedures . This 
applies to the reta.iler as l'lell as to the wholesaler . Such factors 
as checking invoices, marketing , financing , taxation, balance tech-
nique , statistics,etc . should all be given careful attention. Here 
we are concerned more with mat erials to be offered to .mature individuals; 
this may be done through the trade school . 
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Trade and business high schools should also, like the universities, 
train youth in the light of national- socialistic beliefs . Those individ-
uals particularly suited for business training should be prepared for 
positions involving leadership and u per strata management positions; 
academic business teacher prospects should be sought and encouraged 
to enter the profession. Teacher training should consist of thorough 
cademic and practical training . They should gradually acquire a real 
practical and mana erial knowledge . Extensive research should be done 
in this field - they should rot only kno~ facts, but be capable of 
transmitting them to the student. The demand that a 11 high school 
t eachers should be teachers , trainers, and research workers , will not 
always be fulfilled even by business highschools . For the great throng 
of t h:>se people seeking educati:,n it is vital that they be stimulated 
toward scientific knowledge, and that they receive training that they 
t hemselves could use, if on any occasion they should desire tog o into 
business for themselves. To do this they must be trained so as to 
enable them to acquire actual mental desires for inde;_Jendent business . 
In order to keep abreast of new know ledge periodicals, bulletins, 
and general literature are distributed by business schools . 
As a result of the various departments working together , general 
training is added to technical and scientific skills. All training 
is aimed toward thi goal; the entire picture is always considered , 
that is , a complete scone of knowledge for the objective desired must 
be worked out • 
The general departments offer Germn , mathematics, and geology ; the 
vocational dep1rtments add history , nature study, and foreign languages . 
Vocational business instruction, bookkeeping , business arittmetic , cus-
tomer services, nd co!ll'llunications are all based upon the departments . 
Business ari thiretic is a very exacting preparation for use on 
the job . .Tith the passing of time new methods, shortcuts, etc . a r e 
developed into more advanced techniques. 
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Business geography is also in the course of study; the history 
of business is offered as an essential aid in rounding out the course . 
Business geography,and history is connected with the success and deve-
lo ment of noted characters in industry , and geographical effects upon 
:Ju.sineas iri general . Such knowledge taken from the pa.st leads to de-
sired knowledge of the present and opens the door to future possibil-
ities and developments . It would be astounding what good could coJIB 
from the merchant of long ago, if he v.ere living today and could tell 
just how he ran a similar business, including his advantages and dis-
advantages, likes and dislikes , He could advantageously point out the 
values of endurance , initiative , discipline, knowledge, and facts . 
Foreign langua es are vital from the standpoint of correspondence 
and association necessary with other countries . Nature st11dy serves 
as an aid to general understanding of the business in operation; bases 
for customer behavior, manufacture of good~ etc . Instruction in bookkeep-
in teaches the student to think mathematically . Technical skills 
such as stenography and typir1g tend to demand will power, attention, 
memory , orderliness , mental flexibility, and logical thinking of the 
individual. The mastery of the field in technica,l skills tends to 
raise the general intelligence level of the individual. Typewriting 
and salesmanship should be taken by all business majors because of their 
high practical value. 
The course of study for the business school is prearranged- the 
goal to be reached is very much cut and dried . Subject matter courses 
are r r anged in a definite order, so that when followed in just that 
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sequence, they will result in good systematic, us ble kno ledge which, 
depending u on the individual, can foster the unfolding of new ideas 
and developments. Only on absolute, sure, well anchored, basic know-
led3e can higher education be successful . 
Since there are so many complex duties t.o perform in business , 
course subject mtter must be concentrated in the general field of 
business, There· seems to be some discussion as to the lir:u..t.ed number 
of hours spent in the vocational schools. There can be a greater 
concentration of hours if classes can be so arranged that one instruc-
tor can handle more students . This is almost impossible in the voca-
tional school, however , because of the multiplicity of departments. 
It is evident that academic work in school should coincide with actual 
work practice on the job, since this would tend to stimulate the busi-
ness profession. It is well th t there should be an exchange of i deas 
bet-ween the ~choo l instructor and the school represe.ntative on the job. 
After all • it is the school from whence the stud~nts are recommended . 
The student is in the hands of the job representative now for further 
training. The following points of interest result from these conferences : 
A challenge to the ch racter of the student, :-aising of school grades, 
application of b tis learned , and many others. A mutual understanding 
of this nature betleen relate organizations as mentioned, has its de-
finite elevating powers . The combining of courses and instruction may 
tend to raise busiress school st ndards . n consideration of the many 
varied practical and educational concerns, business instruction was 
designed to be elast c enough to fit sm 11 local as well as state and 
national institutions . They fit retail and Viholesale trade; al.Dng this 
line instructional improvement is necessary . 
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In consideration of be methodic and didactic peculiarities of 
different instructional departments , it has been found that onls the 
bet instructors can re ch the desired goals with the busia:,ss stwient . 
Since it takes dynamic person to boost production, the school has 
come to that typ of instruction . The student should receive instruc-
tion in its entirety; it should be usable knowledge . If in the class-
room the question- ns er type of procedure is used, the questions 
should be diff cult enough to keep the student on the alert at all 
tim s;' this should be done thus, because in actual life one should 
live that way, not al s seeld,~g the easy out, and also because one 
is not ble to nswer all questions in real life . · Training in schopl 
s ould be patterned after life sltuations . This will prove of great 
s tisfaction to ~h~ t1dent later. There is this tendency: Youth w nts 
to ump to conclusions nd study problem concerning management . They 
like to have the att tude that 11 l ' m going to run this business.," not 
realizing ~h ilil.l!led . ate importance of the customer . They like to think 
of customer service s secondary in importance . The accompanying 
vocation ;I., and trade schools operate .trom the ob and lea,n on the 
experiences received there, while the preparatory vocational trade 
schools scient· .fically ehoose the kno. ledge and ~kills necessary and 
introduce them. to the bu~iness w9rld . f.11 instruction is carefully 
weighted as to its fund qiental purpo e . 
The mor possible · tis to teac aruj to convince the student 
of the act l use of m terial that e learns, the ore interest and en-
thusi sm ~ill b experienced in the course . isual aids such as graphs, 
film strips, or talking films may be used to reat advantage here . 
Text books ith t e pr per obj ctiv are neeess ry; the text book should 
not be designed Just to be read • arag aph by paragr ph., but should 
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be so written as to challenge the student to desire to make applica-
tions of what he has learned. Through carefully planned instruction 
these objectives can be achiev~d. This kind of teaching also calls for 
the well experienced teacher, academically and vocationally . "The 
teaeher makes the school." Personality , education, a desire to achieve, 
interest in youth, love for hisprofession~ these are some of the qua-
lities a good teacher hould have . This is also true with the student 
representative on the job. Both should have the goal of siJUultaneously 
doing what needs and should be done . The business representative may 
much more easily assign vital responsibilities, not so much through 
what he say~, tut through what , and how , he actually does things hi.cn-
sel.t' . He must possess a nature that enables him to want to work with 
the students as one of them. Academic an~ vocational teaching belong 
together. Problems that come up on the job must be clarified and worked 
out in class to the satisfaction of the student . The instructor with 
~usiness experience, scientific knowledge, and teaching experience 
will perhaps sh~w the reatest results . Usually the high school instructor 
quali~ies best. His education covers a greate cope than that of the 
vocational school instructor . He is in a position better to understand 
the students I proble;ns: imd hence the procedures solving the proole~ 
are simplified. If these t wo types of teachers would plan to meet at 
regular intervals they could learn fro each other . By resorting to 
this f rien::lshi 9 plan, greater harmony wt 11 result . It is through the 
pre?1ration, and the example the instructor can be that the , fro the 
Reich's Training inister recommended !cur semester training ~~4uired 
for the vocatioMl arrl industrial teacher. tM.y become part of the training 
for the high school teacher. This seems to be a definite need in busi-
ness education. This wculd merely have a tendency to be an added 
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force tow rd good training. Unfortunately many instructors who have 
been doing a nominally good job teaching in the vocational school have 
been displaced . This was caused by either the teacher going on to higher 
education or setting up into business for himself . Over a long period 
of time this wil l result as a detriment to both business itself and 
business education. 
4. Practice and School Workir:g Together. 
_This article as already entioned· the necessity of school and 
practice VI o rking together . Certainly it ie important nough to be 
given special attention in this article . 
It is not only th business school ruid its representation in 
training with ,,hich I 81!1 concerned at this ti:ne , bat also that it 
plays an essential part in the simplification and acceleration of the 
busi ness · orld. Only through work and fello ship ot school and prac-
tice ill their high g~al ever e attained . It is not for nothing 
that the Reich's minister reconmends the working together of the aca-
demic and vocational schools . It is desirable that this goal be kept 
in mind and before the peopl e . 
~ork and experience finally render possible the utual usage of 
all new business techniqlles and procedures . Trade pedagogical ,v r k 
o!'ganizations intensify relations bet een lady and .men teachers in that 
t hey have monthly meetings v.here , of course, ideas are exchanged by 
de onst1·ations , lectures , etc . These organizations have shown marve-
lous results . 
There is a possi ility that these organizations will eventua lly 
develop into national organizations and results will be developed on 
the national scale . Knowledge and 11 kno - how 11 ill be combined, and 
character wi ll .moulded. 
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To be sure, it is necessary that uniform methods and procedures 
be established in vocational schools and practice . That matter has 
already been proven. The school stands responsible only one day per 
week, while actual practice takes the other days . The work rate in 
school is proportionately greater; it can, t herefore, produce profit-
ably in a short time, while in practice, the time being so !llllch longer, 
the learning process is not so involved . Often after the student has 
completed a job 1e may not know much about it . Actual practice on 
the job still has this one shortcoming. Thi:! student does the job but 
too often does not know why, or of any connected purpose with it . 
There is still this tendency: the practical training is influenced 
too much by f ellOi wor. kers on the job . The mre the academic work 
can influence here, the less likely this is to hap en. Class t,'aining 
must be of such caliber that it ranks su1)erior to the established methods 
on the job . 
The reauirement that only capable . youths and business firms shall 
participate in thistraining cannot always be adhered to , even though 
both have adopted this clai • 
The desire of business teachers , incidentally, has gained some 
recognition . Many strains betv,een school and .management have been 
obviated . Success de. nds on how efficiently harmony may be estab-
lished . The student must be a are of t his harmony and must be convinced 
that his trainers know what they are doing . The representative of the 
firm should at desira::>le times visit the stl.ldent in school; he should 
have conferences with the teacher . Very rarely should the stl.ldent 
be excused from work , and only ith a good excuse . It is the objective 
of the school to keep the student interested in his work . The synthesis 
of the school and job will present many other points of interest . 
5 . Additional Training in Working 
Together with Other Pl.aces . 
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That it is ,cess ry for practice and theory to go together is 
substantially r,roven by the teaching of the D A F and H J as VJell as 
the R A D. In the D A F t.he training - s administered to mature in-
dividuals. Tis tr ining was very successful beca, se of the vocational 
fellowship sho n among members of the group. 
The !"esults of training of the H J is very appealing to the busi-
ness vocation:.il instructor of youth . The training consists of physical 
nitiat ve, ment 1 educ t ion, and courtesy. Professional training is 
also s 11 part . 
The Reich ' s vocational school does not so ful].J intend business 
as a vocation, ~s the t raining for rational spirit . The boys who served 
their countr recelved advantages of value toward fellowship . Camping, 
living together, and unselfish labor !or each other, are all helps 
for business study . 
The gre test determining factor in the development of the voca-
tional business student is the ho.me : There is nothing that will take 
its pla ce. It is ver important that parents and teachers 111ork: together, 
and always on a .friendly, comradel.v basis . 
In closing I would like to say just these words: In order for 
education to succeed, those in the profession mus t not work beside 
I 
each other, a ~ains t each other, but with one another . 
The teacher and the professional school, the ho.me and the party 
have s their duty to transform practical work, theory in school, aai 
character training into a uniform pedagogical act so that from the 
youth of today may be molded the youth of tomorrow. This act will 
hold and maintain the traditional national- socialistic view and strengthen 
its power for further growth . 
TECHNI IN USI. S TRAI ING 
C1 ns Ottel, Univer ity Professor 
C binet Counci l • D. Vienna 
At !irst. only bri f mention ill be de o! techniques emplo3ing 
business cl ms such a c lculet.or.s, bookkeeping eh1~s, dictap:ho.nes, 
nd others . All of t hese techniques re · uite frequent]$ used by 
bookkeepers am ecount..ant.s. Th ty of inst.ruction of th business 
school, h s been influenced v ry much by chines . They re investing · 
in co tly of!ie c in ry s technical aids, nd separate cour8es 
are being offered to pre re the student .t'ully . I hnve regretted £rom. 
the beginning the high cost of instruction which resulted throQgh the 
use of these technical aids . In r · lat or: to the t.1 consumed, these 
aids are a great s t1cc es . On t.he other h· nd, the nipulations o! chines 
are sos le th t stery c n o!ten be acco~olished on the job in a 
!e hours or d ys; t.. ere is this consider a tion al o that should be 
taken into .account.; ince there re so ny different kes o! chines, 
the student do.es not abil&ys have chine on the j b that he 
le rned on. It is opinion, however , that the business school should 
off er technica 1 ids • 
In bookkeeping and accounti e re t cin this eono1tion: The 
instructor m.a, te ch th student. certain ract.ical pt-1nciples t. t at are 
! oand on the job. . he stud nt, upon accepti his ne.w position, 111 
find that these princi?le ~ere deceiving d do not appl.Jt . per_ienee 
b a shown, ho11ever, that. if the student has stered t-he ;;rinciples, b._e 
c n soon adapt hims lf t.o his n911 work: . This y be acco plished. easily 
with the busine proprietor 's assist nce.l 
Following th few re rks concerning the mechanic l or exterior 
techniques_. · I shall dovote the remaining lines to the professional 
and vocational techniques. · Each iMtru_etional period has t r its 
prt.msry t sk the acquiring of e~rtain kn ledge and skills on the 
par t of t.he stud nt . Th ir application entails th second t.as . • · 
In the elementary and all other general schools these techniques are 
considered as g eral kno ledge, 1n Trade Schoo ls as kno ledge !it ting 
the t rade r bu.sine for which int. nded. · The result is an upgrading 
ot attainments in business schools, since, :tor exam le, fractions and 
rcentage problems are introduced in the lo er grades , here a good 
foundation has been laid. The instruction also in olves practical 
tl'ainlng s de.man.de o the ct.aal business n. · Shortcuts or variou 
types in measur nt , w i ts, and pr1cing are introduced ~ A. od 
b sic technical knowled in t.h tics cannot be Wldere ti lied 
and save !l".uoh work, ti.me, and e.xpense.2 
l. · ffBookkeeping Instruction and Higher Trad Schools with Speci l 
Considerati~n or the Yodel Accounting Oftice,n 2nd. , ition of 
runn 1900: "Concentration, n in R vie !or Trade School edagogy 
Annual Bulletin ot Decemb r 9, 1932 and J~nuary lO, 1933; ttVoca-
tional 'l'rairrl !ans ~nt, People, 11 Report of the ; I •• C., 
erlin 1938, printed in the JWJ nwnber of the lnternat.ional · evie• 
!or Business tdueation. 
2. l lave here before bo k entitled "A Co plete Tee.cher 's · nual 
for the Pr ctici ner and the OJ'\e ;ho is inexperienced, " giving 
genuine inst~uctions for short cuts nd r pid calculations, b sed 
upo.n aetu l usiness xperiences , b1 .Josef lois Oitschein~:· . 
llat.he _tics is the basis f verything you c uir • It is n art , 
which ll shoald acquire. There are .so or mathematicians lo 
.e:re quite successful, but ho ave been a sist.ed by being ab.1.e 
to nlpulate business machines, This, however, still eans very 
little since there nwst. be someone to build t.he machine. 
o less important. i.B the i;J"eat area or tr de technique: he var-
io s business !or , d fferent ant lana, the technique of 
ch e, bank e dor e ts, various stvck certificate !or. , e l egraph 
codes, d livery delays, and rules c.oncernin1 !rei_ t. shi nts, freight 
pers f ocean l ner"', enere.l b king technique and exch nge u ine s, 
t..c. All or t.ho tee niques k the student. t i liar it.h bu.a tne s 
in ts ~ctu l i .3 
Also in bookk ;,in ; there re ny basic techniques that u t 
be st r • Th stud t should know ho t.o set p a set of books for 
studied and ster d, such as for or .b nks, ship•>ing invoices !or 
erchandise, and ins nee business tor • In tact., a for ttla. is set. 
u ner lly to cover lmost ll or the b siness for nece sary . 
These 11 re tt iQ!llents, usiness jot> techniques , d tools 
for the buyer th t r n•ce s ry to carry on his business . Atter all , 
tbe eusto .. r i t NI test illl rt nc • A~tusl kn:>wl dge and not just 
kno in th3t t hese skilla c be oht.ained is t.he 1'.aetor e>t ;,ort.ance. 
ll these f etors are so rtant that n ~r jor profe sions h ve 
evcted rt ot t ir ti in tt.in > 11;, edueationa l sono l 
sy$t.eu t at. are limited to t.he suit.abilit y ot those ople who ·re to 
enter b11Sin ss of ss 011s·. 
Even thou } ueh s been done tOVt rd bui l.di u co. ercial 
edueat.lon, only the lo er balf of the needs in busin ss train " has 
be·"Jl filled. That w ich is la ine is rYJ more and no L sa than the 
training,. nd he brin ng up t.o• d business t .inking, and t.he pooling 
3. 9 The Technique of Trade and an gement., • second edit. ion, 324 s . 
~ nz, Vienna , 1927. 
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and combining of know ledge and skills which are available at all times , 
, 
and continually striving for these goals of vocational business training. 
All arith~tical improvements should be based on vocational aims 
and .aethods . In bookkeeping , the scientific construction of ledgers , 
the ascert aining of facts , a very concise method for balancing books , 
and work stimulating business thinking should be offered . Therefore , 
we see cl osely grouped the wide range of commercial possibilities: 
the training for salesmanship and costs involved, management and profit, 
guidance in finance , the organization of work , the provision of capital , 
capital cost , and purposeful and essential banking and exchange business. 
It was necessary to suamarize the separate instructional divisions , 
even if incomplete , so as to he l p shape more definitely and to give 
a cl13arer conception of what technique means in business , and how busi-
ne ss rofess ional and vocational training should be understood . Maybe 
the divisions are rather sharp and there will be of ,- necessity, diver-
gence · of opinion. At any rate ,- the swnaerizat ion has a definite purpose 
in th.at bisectional training seems to infl uence greatly business train-
ing . In no wise should technic l training co.llle before vocational 
training , but both should be administered concurrently • . That one con-
tributes to the other need not t.£ doubted . Both divisions , business 
vocational technique and business professional training, complete an 
intelligent whole , both of which must have under them a solid foundation. 
In just a casual examination e find that even though .most co,mt.ries 
know about and stress vocational technique in business professional 
training, that it is a deplorable fact that it is very muc neglected 
and almost disregarded . Especially is this true in business manageioont 
highschools . The business training department is filled with courses 
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not n~ding a vocational technique foundation. In IJlSilY hi_ghschools 
where ocat.ional training has been organized lt is onl,Y meagerly appra is d 
and no definite e.xa inations and follow-up of the students participating 
are made . The tre 11ent idea th~t vocational training consumes too 
ll'&eh time is not so important when all of the time that is spent in the 
average class or laboratory is taken into consideration. In examining 
students, especially with the final exaadnat.ions, no stress is placed 
on the ve,cational division of student training. l<"requentl.3 a firm 
e ploying a student is misinformed s to the vocational knowledge 
and skills . 
Likewise de lorable is the backwardness in business vocational 
technique in stenography; . rticularl.,y can it be co red with earlier 
education . During the eighteenth and nineteenth century bt1siness 
education theorie as written by Ludovici., r er ger ,. Ne lkeo brecher, 
Culloch, Nobe.ch, Che llus, ve , · r1ich , Cruger, and Findeisen pred01llinated, 
and ·e f irrl today a very noticeable return toward th t type ot education 
in st.enograph1 . It is pointed out that o! the numerous vocationa l nage-
ment works that have been published since the turn o! the cent.u.ey 
only a very limited number have been adopted ard actua.11.v used . Almost 
the entire content o! vocational taanagel.'ll8nt doctrines may be applied 
to vocational st.eno1raphy , and rightlg so if one bears in ind the 
effec tive research that bas been done in this field dur i ng the last 
ten years .4 3ookkeeping results often in ere discussion of the funda-
mentals . The actual t.echniqae of working problems., as in business 
ma t heinatics, is often omitted or only partially performed. Instruction 
4 . F.rnst alb , "Business Vocat ional ' nage. ent. ork, 11 Leipzig, 1938; 
Findeisen Gr oszmann, "Outline of Scientific Trade,1' Leipzig , 1941; 
A olf Pohlme.rer , "Vocational t anagement orl s , n Leipeig, 1942. 
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in c unic tion, and techniques involved in co uni.cat.ion, are indis-
pent1able in vocational na ent, and t.heir oral sion in textbooks 
1tould de!initel,y leave a gap. It is true that so.me of our authorities 
reco em ins t.ruction in co Wlication as an aid to political econo 
and in the .realm ple consideration has been experienced . 5 These 
authors make no distincti~n between instruction in eo unication and 
the technique involved in co unication; one involves knowledge to be 
applied toward arrange nta at the job and the other is the application 
of this knowledge . For ct.ual busine«s instruction the question as to 
which shou.ld be taught does not seel.ll to be too essentia.l . lso tech-
nique involved 1n comnunication are minL zed and plac d 1n the realm 
ot voe t.ional instruction as an int gr l part of it . Vocational manage-
ent instruction wi tbout. eOBnonieat.ion techniques rests solely upon 
the kno•ledge that t.he business man has, and it he does not. have this 
knowledge it behooves hi to acquir it . This know ledge, when obtained, 
is usually · caplet.e • 
.As a result oi separating business vocational technique .trom. pro-
.f'essiona.l training, there 1s presented t.his controversial question: 
How uch professional m ho1f .much voe tional training should be offered? 
There surei, can be no dou.bt t at anything that is vocational technique 
msy be syst.amatically exhibited and .methodically introduced into the 
business school. t. the present time no one will ex ct of the inst.rue-
tor, or his su.bstitut.e, professions l ao:I actua l practical knowledge 
si r:tillt neoo.sl.3. It is ilnpoasible tor the instructor to know all t.he 
proble th t the student . y encounter on the job. I! t.here should 
5. s. • Prion., n he Doet.r1116 or Vocational Manag ent," I . Vol. 
1935., 139 • 0 Voeational g nt"Stut,t.gart. 1929, Heinrich 
ickllsch. 
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be the possibility of such an instructor and his capability to trans-
fer 1t0rk e_xperi nee to the student, voeationa l training, as · we think o! 
it t.oday, would not be necessJr3. Th offering ot these attainments 
in the tics, co t:1nieat.ions, bookkeeping,etc., involves 11 types 
ot business schools. 
The expense of ttending various btl8ines chools 1s detinitel,y 
a tu d and est bllshed cost. 11bieh gradually increases s the student 
progreBBivet., attends the higher schools o! learning. 
It is only natural t.hat schools of different. st nding be rated 
in ~his fashion. Each syste,,a · contributes its pa.rt of business instruc-
tion. The o!ldssion of any on .i:f rt leaves a g p. The hi t.ory o! 
business ed uca t.ion shows that at di!terent ti s ditterent. eda.eatiom l 
objectives were needed. For man; d c des vocational training t as be3n. 
on the decline. 1'hat voc-ational training has a definite need t.o return 
is the purpose of th se lines. 
INTE' TAT..;, D DO. 'TIC DEVELOPMENTS 
OF BU INESS Ti DUNG IN HUl GARY. 
By Dr . Alexander Borotv s-Nas,, 
Private Tutor, Budapest , Hungary 
I. 
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The tirst trade school or Himgary was est blished in 1830. Even 
before that, business education w s practiced through the Gllild System. 
Some of the remaining documents show tl1at their education had so.me 
up,-to-date i deas, even i! they ere ad inist.ered by people it.hout 
philosophic or peda~ogical training. In those days tr ining was of 
a high aor l character . This type ot training my be t raced back 
t u ther than three hundred 7ears . ~verywhere in 'arope,sponsored by 
civil soeieties,were est~blished well or anized business training in-
stitutions who e training had 1 diate bearing upon ona 's vocational 
calling . The guild end feudal syste ended in 1848. The nobility, 
as sho n in history, waa crowded back and nu capitalistic social gro11ps 
were organized. The first factories were est blished with either 
local or foreign caplt l; a rapid owth of t'actories and wholesale 
dealers resulted . In two decades a huge state and rnunicipal t.rade 
had been established . Co ercia.l and Savings Banks and Credit Ins ti-
t.utes po ped up like lllUshrooll\8 out ot the ground . The nwnber of e 
ployees tor all this business mounted to surprising peaks . A::, a result, 
new classes were offered in school, enriching instruction in business. 
The old trade schools changed their instructional material to that 
which was more on the level o! the student and co lied with bis needs . 
They based their knowledges on the · ational School level, and were 
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greatly responsible for the development of retailing. Now there was 
', 
a need of a reserve body .. There was a need for m re capable employees 
with broader knowledges. Higher trade schools of the middle rank were 
organized first in the capitol city ; later, on the same plan, in larger 
cities . They admitted only students ho had completed the la st !our 
o-f the middle scho~l classes . After three years they issued a journey 
certificate which was a prerequisite to the rank of reserve officer . 
At first the Higher Trade School offered t 1e highest training 
that a trade scho:::- 1 could offer, and it held this osition until the 
end of the first World ar . Its huge development had some disadvantages . 
The development -was too fast for Hungary. Business education v1as 
subject to so many changes . For some time they had special instruc-
tors to train youth for business . Then they changed their plans a nd 
shifted this responsibility to the manager of the business ~ On the 
avera ae , some major change took place 'about once each ten- year period. 
This worked a hardship on the student . i ~ never knew just where he 
stood . Often it was made known to these Higher. Trade Schools that 
they entirely mie::ied the basic goals for which they were organized 
in that they employed classically educated te l'cher s . In spite of 
this,. there was a great change made as to clarifying aims and goals 
so t at, 'by 1920, instructional materials and training procedures changed 
to f vor business education. The Hieber Trade Schools were very pop-
ular and train.eel 'M.ny young eo')le . 
It is true that not all the graduates entered a usiness of their 
choice, but they were usually not long finding a position, such as in 
business co.m.~unications , credit institutions, industry, and others . 
These graduates did much toward reforming the peculiar ays of thinking 
of the people in general. They ploneered the ne~ professional wa1 of 
life, and i ized the old oocial orders whose goal \las to doubt all 
t ods and proc dures in education. I as through this group 
that the m.ddlc class employee was recognized, ruid his ways of living 
enriched. Their great nwnbe.?' was an dvantage to them and encouraged 
busine s thinking. Gradually they will be the lsaders, both in business 
and politics .• 
The Coamercial University was established shortl,y before the first 
orld ar. The first one was organized at Budapest and olozsvar. 
The1 11ere connected Yith the higher Comoorcial Schools, but. later be-
ca,~e independent. Thy admitted on.13 the Secondary School graduate, 
and the len~th ~f conrses was one and two y s. Bookkeeping and 
manage ent. classes first began to appear at. this t.1 • An port 
academy for sea trade w s est blished at Fiu in 1919. Its be~inning 
as very pro · sing, but the lite s n was short . 
The co.amercial institute separated trrinl the Primary school with 
which it had been closely connected. The trade apprentice at first 
attended the Industrial pprentiee InstU.ute. As t.he enrollment gre 
it. wa, finally necessary to establish sehools for each or the separnte 
tra.des. 1'hese we e three-year schools and ere in session only daring 
t..be late afternoons, ottering seven hours r week . Their major ob-
jective was t.o lay a t!rm foundation tor busine,ss edueat.ion. 
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This school t"tystem, having shown great promise, was ut.ilatod 
and ruined i edietely after the !1rst orld \ar. ith the ss of 
so u.ch territory, Cultural Institutes, chool buildi1185, and his\ioricel 
docuaenta were lost.. The states that followed the ~tria- Hungary 
'onarchy more or less delegated education to a minor role . After t.wenty 
years, when so of the territory went. back to Hangar,, little. advance. 
ment.. in eda.cation was detected . There were a !e institutions !or 
tbe apprentice teacher . There is one advant.a6e that ungary gained 
!rom this loss: it l!V!de flungariens inr'!e ndent. polttically . A r -
sultsnt. tact.or as that th 1 ran their business as they desired . v:en 
their .forei trade wae pat.terned after their methods ot doing business . 
They drew a•ay trom. the Austrian edaeational et.hods and procedures 
which had existed for hundreds of years, and began specializing in 
speci.f'ic measures towards Hungarian business tr ining. here is one 
other point that; should be aentioned hich not. only influenced trade 
schools , bat political culture in its entirety: after 1920 there was 
a complete change in Hungar i an bw,iness education . lfonrary bas long 
not been the characterised agricultural country s has so long been 
the belief, but it baa become n industrial center . n increasing 
number or farmers t.r,.ded their pl.mt for a business and Inoved to to11n. 
Today Hungary is an gricultur- 1- industrial st.ate . It. ts not altogether 
an a gricultural state; neither is it l indust cy. This social-business 
change mde necessary dif!er-ent claims in education . Education and 
s chool politics ere tor-eed t.o get into a ne1t 1•11t. . 
It we overlook school organization externally , we are slighting 
same ot the internal aids received from interstate and national or-
ganiz.ations at th present ti.me . 
(a) To be in 1th the university: !mediately a tar the peace treaty 
was signed in 1920 there was a fusion of the Commercial Colleges and 
the Trade Seminars into a Polit.ical onoG>3 Faeult.v . New branches 
ot stl.dy were added,such as agricultural science and that of admlnis-
trativ~ i ts, but still those at.tending proved that the faculty was 
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really one of a Co.amercial University . Today this is the mighty "Royal-
Hungarian, Palatine- Joseph- Technical University of Economics," which 
is the largest university of Hungary . It consists of seven technical 
(one Agricultural- Ve terinary Science, and one Political Economic- Busi-
ness) faculties . The faculty mentioned provides commercial training 
with university standing; this is the training center for commercial 
teachers of all types. 
This faculty develops and cultivates the commerci 1 sciences in 
their entirety in the allotted four years . It offers the following 
courses: Political Economy , Statistics, Coamercial History , Commercial 
Geography, Business Arithzmtic, Philosophy, Hungarian Speech and r iting, 
States rights , Commercial Politics , Taxation, Co.mm1.1nication , Bookkeeping , 
rivate Manageimnt, Trade and Exchange Rights , Railroad r.ork Study , 
Frei~hting, Social ?olitics, Balance Acc~unts , Vocational Training, 
Insurance, Firiance, and Foreign languages . It admits secondary school 
graduates provided t 1ey are eighteen years old . They are carefully 
examined as to obligat· ons they must meet; moreover, the test is a 
very rigid one re uired for the diploma . A similar course of study 
is followed forth3 teacher candidatest only here pedago 0 ical knowl ed-
ges are supplemented . After the diploma has been received, the student 
may ~this Doctor's degree by taking a written and an oral examination . 
These examinations are administered by a chosen head chlir.raan and two 
members of related fields . 
Since the organization of this faculty, every branch of commer-
cial e9ucation in Hungary has gone through a period of g reat develop--
ment . ~ny employee of this school is Vi ell grounded in his field and 
is capable of hol ing key positions . NothinO' 1- roves this matter of 
improved instruction better than the numerous changes made from t he 
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secondary academics to the Commercial Universities. Upon the return 
of some of the territories to Hungary, a two- year Commercial Uni varsity 
was established in Kassa, which is located in the northern part of 
Hungary; likewise the University of Kolozsvarer, a four- year school, 
was established in the East; in the South the t o-year Commercial 
University of Ujvidek as established . It is possible to take a course 
in the two-year school, and then continue your study by going to the 
four- year school. 
(b) The decisive .moment for the development of the Conmercial Trade 
Schools on the secondary level in 1920 was their change 1'rom a three-
year to a four- year school . They experienced quite a siege of prerara-
tions and modifications . The !our-year plan adapted itself better 
to the Hungarian system . The pupils proceed on t ha following plan; 
everyone is obligated to attend the eight- year primary school from 
ages six to fourteen; those pupils whose plans are for higher education 
leave the primary school after the fourth year aoo continue their 
study in the Gralll.'Ilar or ""lementary School. After the last four years 
h ve been completed, they may either stay !our ODre years in the upper 
five to eight classes, or they my attend a four year Trade Scmol. 
A provisicn of the thirteenth Trade School lav of 1938 permitted Trade 
School graduates to ap. ly for Reserve Officer Training, am later 
continue their work in the Commercial University, Agricultural College, 
Military Academy, or an Art and Science University . The earl.3 higher 
trade school is row called the Secondary Trade chool . Its construction 
and teaching tllethods and pro cedures have proved themselves in that 
Agricultural and econdary Industrial Schools hav been patterned 
after trem. Even today the Secondary Trade School is ooe of the most 
powerful representatives of practical and genuine training in Hungary . 
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Excluding the UP-and- coming Gral.lllllar School, it is the most popular 
Secondary School. Signi.ficant for our. time is also the fact that 
churches established Commercial Secorrlary Schools. This they did by 
converting the instruction of the upper classes of their Grammar School. 
Now we rave the Commercial Secondary Scoool and the Grammar School under 
the same roo.f anqwith only minor changes , using the same faculty . 
The Commercia 1 Secondary Schools are general ly we 11 thought of . One 
after another is established in the larger centers o! the province 
here the surroundings seem. proper. Its stability in the smaller 
places has not proved worthwhile. 
com: ss er STUDY FOR THE oo • RCIAL SECOi1DAP.! SCHOOL 
7. eekly Hours Tot.al 
Required Courses: I II III IV 
l . Religion and orals 2 2 2 2 8 
2. Hungarian Spee~h and Literature 3 3 3 .3 l2 
3. History 2 2 2 2 8 
4 • .Business Geography I+ 3 7 
5. St.ady ot Commodities and Chemistry 3 3 6 
6. German Speech and Correspondence 
7. A eecond Foreign L nguage (French, 
3 3 2 2 10 
English , Italian, Slavic, Rumanian , 
or Serbian, any choice). 2 2 3 3 10 
8 . Business Arithmetic 6 4 4 3 17 
9. Nature Study 2 2 
lO. Realth l l 
11. Business Law 2 2 3 3 10 
l2 . ooldteepi~ 2 3 ,l a 
13. Practical Knowledges 
- (a) Shorthand 2 2 2 
(b) ypewriting 2 l l 
( c) Business Correspondence 3 
14. Physical Ede1cati0-n 2 2 2 2 8 
Tot.al 30 JO 30 30' 120 
Electives: 
l. Foreign Languages 2 2 2 2' - 8 
2. German Shorthand 2 2 4 
3. A Study of Conmodlt.1 Practices 2 2· 4 
4. Homemaking (For Girls) 2 2 4 
5. Ornamental , rit irg and Printing 2 2 
6 . Choral Club . l l l l 4 
7. usie 2 2 2 2 8 
S . Fe~ing 2 2 2 2 8 
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Students lllho sho a weakness in the study of languages m.a:,, in-
stead of learning two foreign languages, learn only the German in five 
week hours . 
Banks , Savings Banks , Co- operatives, Agent's Off ices , -iYarehouses, 
Goverrunent Rail.ways, The Post Office, The Trade Divisions of ~.anufae-
turers all seek Commercial Secondary School graduates for their personnel. 
hy such a small number of indeperrlent merchants, business owners , and 
key men for exchange of g oods, in general, are taken from. the Co.m.mercial 
Secondary School will be discussed later . 
In Hungary the graduate of the Commercia 1 Seoondary School is 
regarded by most soc iall.y prominent bu:i ness men as being at the em-
ployment starti point, In order to be recognized as people of the 
middle class, m ny people of mature age atte¢ the Commercial Secorrlary 
School. This school l o provides night classes f or the person who 
is working evr;: ::y day . The person who attends these night. classes re-
ceives the same instruct.'icn as those who attend through the day . Here 
already we m ve the begiming of general ado.cation hich basically 
was not allowed in Hungary. Na turally all instruction is very educational 
and is restricted to religious and . triotic morals. It was social 
necessity that caused the Commercial Secondary School to admit the 
mature sta:Ien t. Only the best qua l ified business teachers a re permitted 
to teach here ; which is another factor that i nsures uniform training . 
In 1942 a thousand. and eighty- seven teachers in seventy- to 
Commercial Secondary Schools t rained 18, 653 business students in Hungary , 
a country of fourteer ~nd one- half' million population. From the year 
1860 to 1941 approximately 70,000 diplomas weregr~nted; this hel.,s 
one understand how education has changed in Hungary . 
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(e) The Trade and Industrial Apprentice Schools are closel.J, connected 
l egally and a lso in organization . The .tkst independent schools ere 
seen in the lare;er rovinclal cities . In m:::>st ot these places one 
·ill !ind a Co ercial Secondary School .active l'lhose instructors, as 
an extrs duty, also take care of th~ ap rentiee school. During the 
last ten year-s the prt:trequisites t'or the Trade A. prentice School have 
conet nt}.y been raised, Pupils llhP have completed less than four ele-
ntacy schools coming rather intrequent. ~ eh r. usiness repr-e ... 
sentative for the st udent is responsible for the scho~l attendance ot 
the student. As a r sult of the ri.sinP preparatory training,. the classes 
preceding were overfl.owlng. Each year passes with classes eeting . 
nine hou.rs per ~eo • Inst.ruction on Sanday or at night is forbidden. 
The coure s of the Trade Apprentice Schoo ls are: Religion and 
mor ls, say Reading, Arithmetic, Bueiness Arit.hm.etic , Bookkeeping, 
Co unication, Stud of Conmo it.les, Bxchan,~e Commodities I and Funda-
nta ls of Political Economy. Each parish where there are as :nany 
as forty trade apprentices is required to or; anize a Trade Apprentice 
Sehool. No course shall have less than tvient1-five and more than 
f orty pupils. .In th larger -laces 11rhere there are a s11ffici ent number 
of prospect , the classes are sorted according to kinds ot goods to 
be worked ith . (Texti l"- Groceries, Shoes, Drugs, Paper, and Books) . 
In 1942 there were thirty- five independent Trade Apprentice Schools 
ith 5, 240 ils of both sexes and 282 teachers. This figure does 
not include the pu, ils of the smaller r · shes who have attended only 
one Industrial !\pp.rent.ice School or have att n ed t.he high~ 0 r de-s 
ot the pr imary school. 
Tbe s 11 st.ores nd sho kee;.,ers obtain pr c~icall.Y all their 
help from these Trade Apprentice Schools. 
A GENERAL VIEW OF THE HUNGARIAN TRADE SCHOOL 
Age 
1-3 Child Care 
3-6 Kindergarten 
6- 10 rimary School, lm·ier grade 
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10-14 Primary School, upper grade Elementary School Grammar School 
Lower 6rade 
14-18 Trade Apprentice School Trade Secondary ~chool Grammar School 
Upper grade 
16- 20 and 18- 22 Commercial University Political EconoJl\Y and Scientific 
Trade , the University Faculty 
(d) In order to make the course wel l- rounded, the fol lowing short courses 
are offered in from six weeks to two years: Stenotype, Teacher Courses 
for Tariff Study, Frei ghting, Wine and Textile ,holesaling, and others. 
III. 
There is a school syste that has developed in every direction, 
and will satisfy the claims of all. Its everyday existence, extent of 
its courses, goals, methods , discipline, school inspection and care, 
and examinations need not be discussed since they are uniform in all 
Europe . Hungary practices only the most modern principles of education, 
principles that have been enforced throughout Europe . It ould be 
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interesting to bring to light some of the rinciples of ed11cation 
in actual use in Hungry . 
The military and su ply o ganizations ~uring the first TAorld 
War performed onders for multitudes of pe"':1.e . They g ave the voca-
tional tr de business ins.tructive training . Also trust and syndicate 
education from A r ca was introduced to Europe . Top or~anizations 
are now recogniz·ng the validity of business uniformities necessary 
for busines development . Some of the large business enterprises and 
concerns such as large banks and others are adopting the newer business 
methods and fully depending upon them. Business ro.anagers of today need 
a broader business knowledge than they d id in years past . Businesses 
of the financial as well as the vocational calibres depend upon the 
newer business ethod • Not so long ago all legislation fought against 
trust companies; t.od y even the states favor them. 
This situation places definite obligations upon business instruc-
tion . Chiefs, directors , Dresidents, and managers of large enterprises 
m st be trained on a large scale . There was even some demand for 
engineers with business educ tion; that choice might be difficult 
to fulfill. The type of student who is adapted for managerial ,.ork is 
much more readily trained if he knows that what he learns is based 
upon a national bus1 e s foundation . This training should comply with 
interstate laws . In the lingu,i.stic isolated HUJ'€ary, the knowledge 
of several languages is definitely a training fundamental . The war 
makes this tr ining ve y difficult . 
Ev~ry day one read and hears of the large business enterprises 
joining and working together with other businesses and the tendency 
toward unifonnity o! business in Europe . One does not know in advance 
just h t role trade will pl 1 here.. One thing, however, does exist 
be ond doubt: t de will .x nd M develop and will eventually be a 
art of a. ll u iness enterprises. usiness comprehension must be 
ext~nded in observ nee ith this tact. . I takes , re to be a erchant 
than to ja.at hand voods over the <:ounter nd ke the money_. lt t ke3 
man eme t ., t1' anizat.io , . the d sire to conserv , initiaU ve, and the 
11ill to undertake risks at ti s to succeed in business . Trad g1·ew 
froi:n. ract.icallJ nothing to a branched oa.t seieMe right under our 
own eyes. It ranks amng t.he newest of pplled sciences, in th ory 
and in abstract princ ples , that one c~n learn. This inter.national 
effect professes the :f'ull swi.ng of the development of Uni.versit.y t.ype 
business educ tion. Let us just nt ion an example: Already today in 
Hun ary e h ve 1 -w revisions that. concern business en t.erprise . The 
requirements are so hi~ th t it. f.M1 be i ,$e;, iblo for the Commercial 
Secondary Trade School to offer tbe • 
Sina 1938 it h s become vitall1 nece sary to ~rain students tor 
key postions. FollCMing several ao,eiallstic reform laws it .a:s neee.s-
sary to seek co etent help f or t-he V$ry re!!ponaible positions. It. 
1tas quickly prov th t. retired government o.t!icers were not . dapted 
to t.be virtues o! basiness, re""ardless of their illin ~ s tc, oon!orm 
therein: The virtues being- speed , comprehension, and trade k.no led ..,.e . 
r . st of these people ·are t. oo ld for training; it is difficult for them 
to acquire ski}ls• 'fbey do rot see.m to have busimss initiative. 
They prefer do' ng thin e their o-r.n ay , and do not ppreciat.e new i us. 
e as instructors kno th tell employees should receive their 
further traL"ling on the job • . Thls should be restricted t.o follow 
natural tendencies they ha · sn on the job and in life it self . This 
idea is prevalent in '.'.:9rmn ar .... 1 erican education. T .&re j t 
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is not tnnch said hen the graduate starts to work; he proceeds as 
directed, learning the job in its natural setting. In Hungary this type 
of teaching is on t e university level . They give eX8minationa which 
eliminate the l ess c " ble and then the bett -~r students are available 
for the job • . No cr:terprise can refuse a sLudent who ms been pretared 
for his wor k in such a manner. Oar entire · ational enterprise would 
be endangered if t ey refused to have on their staff we l l educated; 
experienced personnel. The human incentive ma.kBs one clearl,y under -
stand that it is impos sible to trust everyone . Every bank, factory , 
or any other large business must have a personnel irector who is 
given direct con rol over all such problems . A eo od personnel director 
can be the -determining factor as to vhether the business is strong 
or about to go to pieces . It is only n2tural that everyone wants to be 
indispensable , and to monopolize and • ave a great power . He is in-
stinctively selfish, alnays ready to defend himself, and does not 
wish to train his successor . The type of short course in which iron 
sales n, wine ~ere.ha ts , shipping agents , bookkeepers , and brokers 
are ls-ained very quickly with no pre- training has not been successful. 
Training cannot be rod ced by magic . You cannot avoid the nat ural 
procedures that good learning calls for. Good success has been e.xper i -
ence by taking the verage student ,, seeking employment for him, and 
follo in,g up 11H.h proper coaching and advice . Many of the employment 
agencies specialize with this type of i.ooividual. This type of choi ce 
in t he makln of business prospects is l?Opular · n usiness training 
and has been desired in times gone by . 
Both the Commercial Secondary School and the Commercial University 
show great progress and interest in business training . Ther e incen-
tives are the s e ; the possibilities of Hungarian trade extended 
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far out; engulfment of many peo?le educated in the trade. With pro-
pag:Jnda ot school economy for the pupil and scholarships, youth was 
encouraged to enro 11 in the Commercial Secondary School. They are 
always encouraged th t they may obtain their first position at the 
age of eighteen when at.tending the Commei-eial Secondary School; when 
attending the Commercial University they cannot get their first job 
until the age of twenty-three. After working !our or five years the 
average person wants to get married; that is about the age of twenty-
t'WO or twenty-three . By attending the Co.llllOOrclal Secondary School the 
person wottl.d be well grounded in his 11or k and probably due for a raise 
wt-en he gets mrried. This ls a great selling and pro.motional aid for 
the Commercial Secondary School. , 
Long ago there ms been talk in Hungal".Y o! an averse attitude 
that the people h9 d t~ward bnsiness and industry . The Hungarian youth 
preferred as his pro f'ession in life to be an offieia l of some standing 
or even the official's sel'vant. He st.rived for a profession which 
would enable him to be on a pension during his old age . This same 
otive is found all over the continent , in c apitalis tic industry as 
ell ns commercial states . In fact this my be accepted internationally . 
e have already started work on this cancerous condition: an old person 
who is on pension may still live a normal life mile the retired busi-
ness n can be begging on the streets if luek and success are not 
with hi4l.. In Hungary all privately employed people a.re insured and 
have been !or the past twenty years . In this -.ay we stn'"pass England . 
'l'bey do , however, have an insurance plan at the present time. This 
social insiranee is not co~pulsory , but. it is there for one if he de-
sires to have it. Therefore today we have an obligatory Old-age Insurance 
tor the merchant and for all hand-work vocations, which is of out.standing 
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value, ·rt will be a general state insurance and the insured ·ill be 
eligible to pc sion after one year . 
There is a temency for the Comerclal Secon ' ry School to con-
template the possibility .of severing itself from actual . ract.ice in-
struction. Since ,..he professors and instruct.ors, through the nature 
of their 110rk, canmt devote their undivided attention to this work, 
complaints set in .from the rch.ants t.o the extent that they suggest 
the discontinuing of the program, and continuing general theory training. 
In order to neutralize these complaints, there seem.a to be a sort 
of jugglirut of the progr8Jl1 on the average of about every ten years . · 
The original goal is forgotten too often. l t s JJethods are varied . 
Inshort , one is anxious to co. ply with the wishes o! the trade vocations . 
Thia objective kes for a pleasant method to set goals. The trade 
objective should be based upon a theeretical foundation; at the sa111e 
time, the theoretical sbo,ild be so closely connected with t.he practical 
that th.e student, on his own initiative, should want to learn and make 
the application when desirable . There is an opportunity here for 
guidance, since the thinking or the student may be so directed :.is to 
assist hi to get into the right profession . At this point the merchant · 
in actual practice y be brought. in to talk to the students . The 
teacher discusses wHh the student. the theory out of the t.ext . The 
result is that the student will gain a general knowledge of merchan-
dise . He will know something about measuring, eighing, handling ot 
foods , and pa.eking. 
One does not just inBgine the gotrls; they are really present . 
The st.udent befriends himself with the goods and is interested in them. 
He practices the actual use of logarithms as needed in his work; he 
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us s t.be addi~.,, LMC ine, collects business iJa rs for study., learns 
eo.mething about pricing., t riffs., i port nt business pa ers., bank b lances, 
etc. 
ome p ople favor these ne et.nods a nd others criticize thei • 
It is difficult to go.see the v ants and desires ln general Trade School 
that is auppos""<i to be desi,.ned for all branches. , ·e kn th t in. 
forei ::n countries similar sc .ools ere successful, but even then most · 
of them ere not d •s'gned for so ny branches. ··het.her or n t this 
plan will ork in Hung ry is still yet to be kno .n; it h s s yet any 
proble ~s to be solved. Today still fi s untried ny or the theories 
that ,ere ta.ught . There is often te t tfon to repeat that hich 
s lre dy t ied ut ! iled in Hung ry . 
This att t t be ~orth more for the lower cl s es of Lhe 
Tr de Ap?rentice S hool. The foundation her9 is .~ch no rigid , as 
tr ining for the in ivid l is life its lf at the job . , esid the 
reality ot the 1tork, each L11strnet.ional period in chool · serves as 
movable sta e to the effect that it strengthens the l earning proces,s . 
To this day thi is the most ideal business tr if!-ing : actual practice 
!ll_h pa llel theory . This type or instruction is still e. c rry-over 
!rom the old rigid Guild Syste l'lhere the tr inee as conaig red as 
a member or the fa ily and ate from. the same table. -till tod y this 
familiar elo en ss bet•een trainer and trainee is al.most i possibl . 
The problem of housi the trainees ls gettint, ~re crit.ic:il since t.he 
merchant.a h ve long airo decided nat to ·carry this load. They .ant·. to 
be connected with the t r'iinee only during business hours. .._s a rule 
th se t:.r 1 ees are boys l'lhO are de!initl!ly i t.hout ans , and ho!ne 
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conditions are such that it is not too advisable to go there . This 
situation morally diminishes that which the trade school strives so 
hard to build . 
It is for this reason that many pirents draw back when it comes 
to sending their children to a busines.s school. There is a· catastro-
phic shortage. of t ratnees . There is still the hope or bettering housing 
conditions . Thie, however, has been tried for seventy years in Hungary . 
T ese homes take the place of' the family hone . The trainees here eat 
and sleep together. They should be under educatioml and moral protec-
tion. It would be a tter of going to school and YJOI'k ever3day and 
then returning to this student ho.me . The Trade and Industrial Offices 
are establishing the first of these Sample- Trainee homes . The homes 
for the trainees shal.l not be state supported barracks, but. shall be 
s.ir.a.11 buildings that ill accommodate about sixty students . This will 
encourage comradeship, nd the home atmosphere . To help maintain these 
homes we have boards of high nr,ral character, churches, large man11-
tactu:r-ers , co-operative societies, v..arehouses , and other organizations. 
Then there is also the small charity contribution w ich makes up for 
a small percentage of the upkeep . Much is expected from the business 
ethic l training of the individual. Sirce it is impossible to get 
a.way from the old guild tradition, and the merchant no ont.er wants 
the trainee in his home, he should !eel obligated to coo;ie:rate with 
the school system. No well organized profession should renounce any-
thing for gocrl training; our churches an:f military depa.rt..n:ents stand 
for a good exam le here . Cnly one step leads !ro the trainee homes of 
big business , warehouses , etc . to the self- owned apprentice schoo l s of 
their vocation. There is one thing that makes the establishment of 
such schoo ls easier , and that is a large number of students . This 
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o ld te to ecre se the ttendanee of the. anicip l schools. There 
m: t be well u l fed t.ea.ehers for hese chools . There are ot.b.er . 
adv nte._e thi:!t t e sc ools h ve. 'l'w have access to the highly 
t ined a.n:t xperi ced b simss n to i C ss instruction to the 
stoo nt. T ar in osition t.o ive s eeia tr inin in window 
deco ting , ctua 1 s.l\les ex rie ces, etc . They c n h ve etual i.splay 
of goo s in the r cla fol' stud • This enables a true business 
tra .nin in whic their ,oal cnn co . leted. Th or.:. nic fusin of 
the schoo 1 and o e -esent the up-to-date ~ e tieth century th.od 
o ,uild trai · ng. Its specif le goals are: de rt nt l training, 
a cont uoa. pr c ieA of b1.1Sine s l te, the educ tional influence of 
e c phenom. on n ch l fe , and l t.l the ducat.ion of h ni.t.J . 
In relAtio to u~ines edt.tCRtion it is nee ssAr to t. hink in-
ternat. o Uy, espeofally along the phase of pt11lit examinat · ons . 
Te '.no t rn t.l" irifoa ps chologi ts, with all th ir latest improve-
• Lone aeo acb indiv dual as 
horn to his o fe l cl ss and could do othin bout it. 1n civil 
soci t one' tter t choice. :any, however, did ~ t 
k ow h .. to herefo e the e I lt that th scho l 
0 rnaj r e l ;) lit d the choice or pro.fess ion for 
th r. Tori so n t tut · ons .-1i vi ng ability e They 
~ot ~apon ible to the stude ~s rofes ion; t e merely show one 
or ;\IO jo ten enc e for hitn. . T ese ex .l..nat o s re ba ed u. on 
ps eholo _ic l f ts. The are eraly n ad in guidance. During a 
fess· ~Ml oo ci. -w . the . t 1,d nt n effo t i ab: ys d to hav · 
th t. w ent rruna.in at h · s ther's profassion for th . rot ction of ,ell 
est 1 she f l co cerns. Ot. !'s e re or ess ) laced t e 
field . n -which treir e mination s ~o n ~ titurl • uesttonn ires 
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were sent to ten thous nd erchants. The objective was to find out 
hat t.hey thought -were good characteristics ot good rchant. . The 
toll01tin observations re returred: initiative, eye easure, pro-
portunate feeling, sh r p observ tions, POOd nerves , tone and q ality 
of voice, physical strength, physical body feat~res , ope~mlndedness, 
friendly nnerisms, 0 00d me ory , and soc · lLy mindedness. At the 
present time t.he.se • lities a.re quite r dily represent.ed ainong youth 
o.t - st Hun ary, esp cially t. Sz klern Siebenburgens . This ondert'ul 
material 1:3 building the new g nerat.lon for busine s in Iun..~ r3 . 
IV. 
stly, let us lance over some of our n t.ive special Hungarian 
experiments . en though Hun ary lik s to recognize ell establlsh~d 
torei institutions , it is proud of its oYtn educational system and is 
will! to render id •ith its O"Wn contributions . 
If the reader 1dll turn bac only a few pages to the course of 
study :>! the Co ercial Secondar,y Schoo l he ill see a v ry clc>3e 
represent tion of the trade a prentice school . 1eliQion, national 
literature , nd history a:r courses of the Hun arian busiress sch::>ols 
th t are of equ l qu 11ty , and are off ered on t.h same hour basi 
as in a y other s co ary school. Here r.e see tb general polit.ical 
traioin vie , as of great i . r nee : The person who es through 
seho~l and b co.tzes ember o! t he ~iddle class will possess qualiti s 
such as national consciousness, high ral character, and his thin ing 
will be guided by civil nd st te . ovem ent.s . Ot course tbls uoc ss 
lli 11 only sult. it it; 1s C Up d With good jud ont. • 
ilitaristic youth training ls cultivated upon the sam.e Oa$is . 
Y ry Hungarian :,oath is required to enroll in t illtars science . his 
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serves as military pre- training and results in supporting the arl'.113 . 
Various competive sports are followed to augmmt interest . The major 
objective is to develop strong physical bodies; however , much work is 
dore to develop in the student a love for his father land, and an un-
derstanding of how it can be preserved and protected . This objective 
is present in all classes of business training; '-t is also found in 
apprentice schools, secondary schoo l s , and universities . Recently 
attempts have been .made to more ~losel,y correlate military science 
with the recruiting of trainees for business education . 
There has always been a grea.t shortage of trained help for business 
in Hungary . The war tends to increase the shortage even m::>re . It is 
very necessary to solve this situation, which in other states has been 
solved. 
Iii thout capital, the beginner can never be indei;:endent . This 
fact pr,ompted a new institution, the "Nat ional fund for t hoo e seeking 
indepen::fence . " .The state and leading ooney institutes contribute money 
to this fund . The individllll who is in reed of money may , after a 
careful investigation of his character, capacicy , etc . , borrow from this 
institute . His credit standing with the bank, be it goai or bad , my 
not be the determining factor . JudgmEnt is passed mestly upon charac-
ter . This institute is very successful. Many young buai.nessmen have 
become irrlependent , , a·d back their debts , and are prosperous citizens 
today. They were g iven a number of years to pay back their debts . 
They all pay back as soon as possible so the rext mn my be helped . 
There is a related organization for the young business imn who 
is not a beginner . He may borrow money on somwhat similar bases . 
He is investigated mainly upon possibilities for his being independent . 
Is he well adapted and fitted to tbs work he is doing? A ce:i'.'t.ain per 
cent of interest is paid upon the basis of children 1n th:3 lamily . 
Open the arri va 1 of each child after the tourtb · one, one per cent 
interest is deducted . This tends to increase the population. 
As every other place in the world 1'l6 , too , in Hungary , have a 
controlled business~ The state controls business to a great extent , 
As a result of these rela ti.ons, not everyone can ba a chant. . Only 
those 'Who fully co,.inply with government .regulat i cns may receive a Trades 
Certificate and enter the desi.r ed business . Since basically there .is 
no detinit.e nuniJer set. to g et. into various bu.sinesse , there might 
be a reat deal of competition. 3ince the war restricted yo th ·ro 
so ma ey posit ions of their choice, will .merchandising be overcrowded? 
A vital question to be answered is: ,ill these much sought aft.er 
and desirable individuals be \'Jell rooted in their bwine s hen the 
. . 
ar ems? The or ld market am International Trade may ork hardships 
on new businesses . ill they be in a position to weather tm storm, 
sea? For the t ime being this is a secret yet not unveiled or the 
!utuni . This quest im will be answered with t. he passi~ of titm . 
The professional training of Hungary is based gre tly upon state-
ments of qualifications . There is a law now in rough draft hich 
states that retail dealers who have no special 1, usi.ness train ng wi 11 
be permitted todo oosi.ness in small villages only. This la nul1i!ies 
the fact that some merchants think business training is unnecessary. 
It provides for strict. training in bushess education , paralleled by 
p.ra,ct.ice. The i..,nportare e of bushess traini~ is stressed to the end . 
We ehall not start at the top and "Wrk to the bottom, but sha 11 
follow nature in its develo~nts, which is definitely tie reverse . 
,e 'Will train onl.1 the b11siress man fitt.ed for the job and weed out 
those ho are not capable . 
10 close , there is one more arrangei:ient that is peculiarly Hungarian. 
At least I know of no other s imil.ar at tempts in any foreign country . 
It is t.he student btlehive fluctuation . It. aims to unfold the weaker 
character of the Hungarian people: the ind of economi:..; enterprise . 
Anyone viho knows anything about training kno, s that this cannot be 
administered throt.gh instruction . Actual life practice is necessary 
for this. This addition to edooation found its beginning in 1928 
in Debrecen, a strictly I:ungarian city . ho can, just on his onn 
· initiative, earn ten Pengo in tour a:onths? In 1938 this thought gained 
po iilarity; in one - hundl"ec states, six hundred schools of all kinds 
joined . In 1941 these "beehive pu;lils earned 1, 076, 806 pengo . Through 
the contesting and coo et_itive ideas, l.300 new ways of making money , 
ere developed. 
The "beehive orga zations are well trained and supervised by 
expert instructors . B.ook.keeplng am busim ss management are stressed. 
The cl.ass hae a cashier ho takes care of the class mone3 . His main 
bu.sl.ness instrument is the cash journal. .hen the a.mount gets over 
five pe ngo it is placed 1n a savings account . Th ir motto is: ttThe 
perscn who conserves the old newspaper, or the re ins of an old horse-
shoe , is nourishing the business powers in his !atoorland 1" Various 
contests are sponsored in which pupils are to gather ramains o! wars 
and to eell the.111. A mature and grcn.n person does not care for work or 
thi s · nature • 
. e are interested mainly in the i;edagogical v lue . This cype 
of busiress is so dii'ficult to deal ith pedagogical}3. It is s:,me-
thing which 0811 b3 incorporated into children's play, eventually leading 
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to learning to conserve, and the fim.l outcome is to build big business. 
If, for example, a lad wants to pick up saw dust and slivers, and trade 
them .for odd shaped bones, later he trades the bones for a package of 
garden seed, and the re ult is fresh garden vegetables !or his mother. 
r he takes t.he vegct bles to market and sells them; this teaches from 
a very oung a the art of speculation, and will tend to further and 
promote us ire s. The tudent 's a'.:coraplish.11¥::ints a re always recognized 
by h s instructo The nbeehive" organi$ations ,1UT on trade as 
de ired in ... us ess m n gement . They atch carefully that the earned 
money is not s pmt- or foolishness such as cl.g rettes, .moving pictures, 
candy, etc., b t ey rill into the pupil the one m::ist necessary asset, 
w ic h is on serv t c n. Tbe gre ter part of this on ey is spent for 
school training e -1uipment and clothe • OnJ, seven percent is allo ed 
for recr t.i.on; hoo:>ev r, this 1 roportion ill be reduced S()l.00 . 
In this 1191 the "beehive" trains for capitalism on a small sea le . 
The entire a- g~ni z.aticn surpasses the nationa. l school ith its book 
learning en the hou,rl.y b _sis. They teach basi.ness on tm practical 
b< s s from the beginnin => to t~ end. Whoever learns good business 
habits dcr ing the day of his youth will tem to add to these as he 
grows older , and the result ·ill be a worthwh,ile citizen for his country . 
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